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Abstract 

Error Estimates for Godunov Mixed Methods 
for Nonlinear Parabolic Equations 

Clint Dawson 

Many computational fluids problems are described by nonlinear parabolic partial differential 

equations. These equations generally involve advection (transport) and a small diffusion 

term, and in some cases, chemical reactions. In almost all cases they must be solved 

numerically, which means approximating steep fronts, and handling time-scale effects caused 

by the advective and reactive processes. 

We present a time-splitting algorithm for solving such parabolic problems in one space 

dimension. This algorithm, referred to as the Godunov-mixed method, involves splitting the 

differential equation into its advective, diffusive, and reactive components, and solving each 

piece sequentially. Advection is approximated by a Godunov-type procedure, and diffusion 

by a mixed finite element method. Reactions split into an ordinary differential equation, 

which is handled by integration in time. The particular scheme presented here combines 

the higher-order Godunov MUSCL algorithm with the lowest-order mixed method. This 

splitting approach is capable of resolving steep fronts and handling the time-scale effects 

caused by rapid advection and instantaneous reactions. 

The scheme as applied to various boundary value problems satisfies maximum princi

ples. The boundary conditions considered include Dirichlet, Neumann and mixed boundary 

conditions. These maximum principles mimic discretely the classical maximum principles 

satisfied by the true solution. 



The major results of this thesis are discrete L00 (L 2 ) and L00 (L1) error estimates for 

the method assuming various combinations of the boundary conditions mentioned above. 

These estimates show that the scheme is essentially first-order in space and time in both 

norms; however, in the L1 estimates, one sees a much weaker dependence on the lower 

bound of the diffusion coefficient than is usually derived in standard energy estimates. All 

of these estimates hold for uniform and non-uniform grid. Error estimates for a lower-order 

Godunov-mixed method for a fully nonlinear advection-diffusion-reaction problem are also 

considered. First-order estimates in L1 are derived for this problem. 
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Chapter 1 

Preliminaries 

1.1 Introduction 

Many physical phenomena, in particular many phenomena in fluid dynamics, can be de

scribed by nonlinear parabolic partial differential equations or systems of such equations. 

These equations generally include a.dvection or transport terms, diffusion or dispersion 

(velocity-dependent diffusion) terms, and in some cases, chemical reaction terms. More

oever, the a.dvection terms are generally larger in magnitude than the dispersion terms; 

i.e., the problem is advection-dominated. Problems of this type occur, for example, in the 

fields of reservoir engineering, contaminant transport, aerodynamics, biological :flows, and 

the modelling of semiconductors and catalytic converters. 

The difficulties involved in solving these equations numerically have intrigued scientists 

and engineers for many years. In particular, it is well known that standard finite difference 

and finite element techniques do not resolve the steep gradients or fronts which a.re usually 

associated with these problems. The numerical solutions generated by these schemes often 

exhibit oscillatory behavior in the neighborhood of the front which is not characteristic of 
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the true solution. The earliest attempts to control this phenomena led to the development of 

lower-order schemes such as upwind differencing which overcompensates for the instability 

by introducing an inordinate amount of numerical diffusion. On coarse grids, this mesh

dependent diffusion is often larger in magnitude than the physical diffusion given in the 

equation. Thus, while the numerical solutions generated by these methods are stable, and, in 

fact, satisfy maximum principles, the fronts are still not approximated accurately. In the last 

several years, however, many schemes have been proposed which combine numerical stability 

with accurate front resolution. These schemes have generally been successful because they 

do a better job of approximating the essentially hyperbolic nature of the equation. 

Another numerical difficulty for these problems is one of time-scale; i.e., the physical 

processes of advection, diffusion, and reaction occur on different time-scales and need to 

be modelled as such. These considerations become particularly acute when reactions are 

present which occur almost instantaneously. 

For problems in multidimensions, a numerical difficulty one can encounter involves sen

sitivity to grid orientation. A scheme which is sensitive to grid orientation will often exhibit 

radically different solutions depending on whether the solution is generated on a diagonal 

grid or a parallel grid. Here the terms diagonal and parallel refer to the orientation of the 

grid with respect to the direction of flow. Thus, one design criterion for multidimensional 

algorithms is to inhibit grid orientation effects as much as possible. Lower-order upwinding 

schemes and spatial operator-splitting schemes, such as alternating direction methods, are 

especially prone to this phenomenon. For excellent discussions on grid orientation and its 

effect on algorithm design, see [2, 4, 35]. 

The methods we wish to investigate (hereafter referred to as Godunov-mixed meth-

ods) for solving these types of problems are operator-splitting or, more accurately, time-
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splitting techniques based on combining Godunov-type finite difference methods for scalar 

conservation laws with mixed finite element methods for parabolic equations. (For a gen

eral discussion of time-splitting for linear partial differential equations, see LeVeque [29].) 

The combining of these two schemes is natural because both are finite element methods 

which utilize discontinuous approximating spaces. These methods are generalizable to many 

different types of advective flow problems, including multidimensional problems and sys

tems of equations. They also show much promise for parallelization. Versions of this idea 

have been tested numerically and have been shown to work well for such problems as the 

one-dimensional Buckley-Leverett equation and the two-dimensional miscible displacement 

equations [1, 8, 43]. 

The original Godunov scheme (sometimes referred to as the lower-order or first-order 

Godunov scheme) [19] for scalar conservation laws has been the basis for many finite dif

ference schemes (see Harten, Lax, and van Leer [22] for an overview of Godunov-type 

schemes). The algorithm was first extended to a higher-order method by van Leer [39] in 

his MUSCL scheme for gas dynamics. This work was later refined by Colella [11] and Colella 

and Woodward [13]. Bell and Shubin [3] were the first to extend these ideas to problems 

in reservoir simulation. Bell, Dawson, and Shubin [1] later refined their work specifically 

for two-dimensional problems. Other examples of Godonov-type schemes include the ENO 

schemes of Chakravarthy, Engquist, Harten, and Osher [7, 20, 23]. The method has also 

been developed for systems of conservation laws (see, for example, Colella [12]). Further

more, it has been to extended to a more general finite element setting by Chavent and Jaffre 

[8), and Chavent and Cockburn [9]. 

The theory of Godunov-type schemes is concerned mainly with stability properties and 

convergence to a weak solution satisfying an entropy condition. Harten, Hyman, and Lax 
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[21) proved stability and convergence to an entropy solution for a class of explicit monotone 

schemes (which included Godunov's scheme) in one dimension. Crandall and Majda [14] 

extended these results to problems in n-dimensions. Sanders [36] later generalized this 

work to nonuniform grids for explicit or implicit 3-point schemes. He also derived an 

L00 (L 1 ) error estimate, extending work of Kruzkov [24) and Kuznetsov [25). Error estimates 

for variations of these schemes have also been derived by LeRoux [28), Lucier [30], and 

Cockburn [10]. Stability and convergence to entropy solutions for higher-order schemes 

have been established by Osher and Chakravarthy [32] and by Sweby [37). Wheeler [41] 

proved stability and weak convergence for the MUSCL scheme. In this thesis, we are not 

concerned with convergence to weak solutions, as we are considering only parabolic problems 

with unique, smooth solutions. To our knowledge, no theoretical results exist for combining 

Godunov-type schemes with other methods for solving parabolic equations. 

Mixed finite element methods have proven to be a very robust tool for solving elliptic 

and parabolic equations. The scheme was originally developed by Thomas [38) for ellip

tic equations. Error estimates for elliptic equations which arise out of compressible and 

incompressible flow problems have been derived for these schemes on rectangular meshes 

by Brezzi [5], Falk and Osborn [17), Raviart and Thomas [33], and Douglas, Ewing, and 

Wheeler [16]. Extensions to more general geometry have been developed by Brezzi, Dou

glas, and Marini [6]. More recently, Glowinski and Wheeler [18] have examined the use of 

mixed methods in a domain decomposition algorithm for elliptic equations. Extension of 

these ideas to parabolic equations such as the heat equation is straightforward. In [31] and 

[40], extensions of the mixed method to more general parabolic equations are given. 

In this thesis, we wish to establish conservation of stability (maximum principles) and 

derive error estimates for Godunov-mixed methods applied to one-dimensional problems of 
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the form 

os 8/(s) d ( 8s) 
{)t + ~ - dx a(x, t, s(x, t)) {)x = r(x, t, s), (x, t) e Qr, (1.1) 

QT = [0, 1] X (0, T] = J X (0, T]. 

with smooth initial data and various types of smooth boundary conditions. Here, by 

advection-dominated flow we mean that in (1.1), 1/'I >> a, and by d/dx we are refer

ring to the total derivative with respect to x. The Godunov-type scheme we employ is the 

higher-order MUSCL scheme, which by a simple choice of parameters, reduces to the first

order Godunov scheme. Furthermore, in the dispersion step, we employ the lowest-order 

Raviart-Thomas approximating spaces and apply special quadrature rules which reduces 

the mixed method to block-centered finite differences [35, 40]. In our analysis, we assume 

for simplicity that J'(s) ~ 0 and we must have that O <a.::; a(x,t,s)::; a* for some posi-

tive constants a., a*. Throughout this work we assumes and the coefficients are sufficiently 

smooth so that truncation errors exist. 

The rest of this chapter is divided into two sections. In Section 1.2, we give some no

tation and definitions which we will employ throughout the rest of this thesis. In Section 

1.3, we summarize the theoretical results obtained in Chapters 3-4 for the Godunov-mixed 

method described in Chapter 2. In Appendix D, we discuss the solvability of the differen

tial equations we are considering here, and present conditions which guarantee a classical 

solution. 

1.2 Notation and definitions 

In this section we give some notation and definitions which we will utilize throughout the 

rest of the thesis. 
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The standard notation g = 0( h m) means there exists a constant C independent of h 

such that 

ash - O. 

Let 

be a partition of [O, 1] into grid blocks B,, 

Let x; be the midpoint of B;, and 

Ax;+½= x,+i - x;, j = l, ... ,J- 2, 

M~ 1(6.x) = {vlv is a polynomial of degree :5 k on B;}, 

and set 

Finally, for Atn > 0, define 
n-1 

tn = L Atk, 
k=O 

and let N* be such that tN· = T. In this method, Atn is chosen in accordance with a CFL 

condition as described later. 
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Let a, b E M~ 1 ( c5x)· We will employ the following discrete difference operators. For 

j = 1, ... ,J-2, let 

b+1 - b· 
b . _ 1 1 

J,X - A • 
UX·+l 

J 2 

For j = 2, ... ,J-1, define 

b · __ bj - b;-1 
J,X - ~X- I ' 

J-2 

and 

b .. _ b; - b;-1 
J,X - ~X, 

1 

For b = bn time-dependent, let 

Also, for simplicity we will write (a;b;,!E.):. for (ai+½b;,x)z. Furthermore, bx will refer to the 

function in M~1 (c5x) with bx= b;,x on B;, j = 1, ... ,J - 2, and bx will be specified as 

needed on BJ-t; see, for example, (2.34). Similarly, 

bxlB, = b;,x, j = 2, ... , J - 1, 

and bx is defined appropriately on B 1 , e. g. see (2.30). 

Throughout this thesis, we will find it convenient to define extensions of functions in 

M~1(c5x) to the intervals [-~x1 , OJ and [1, 1 + ~XJ-1]. For b an abitrary function in 

M~ 1 ( hx ), these extensions are denoted by bo and bJ, respectively, and they are defined 

by the boundary conditions. By employing this notation, the discrete difference operators 

given above are valid for all j = 1, ... , J - 1. 

We will employ the following discrete inner product and norms. Define 

J-1 

(a, b) = L a;bj~Xj, 
i=l 
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and 

llbllL00 = mµ lb;I, , 

where 

max: max . 
j 1$i:9-l 

When we write llbll we mean llbllL~- Furthermore, we will use the following discrete space-

time norms. For 1 $ p $ oo and O $ n1 $ n2 $ N*, let 

tlbtlL<(n,,n,.L•) = Ct., tlbnJll,.Ll.tn) ¼, I $ q < oo, 

and 

Moreover, as shorthand notation we will write llbllL2(L2) for llbllL2(0,N•-1; £2), etc. 

We will use the following continuous function spaces with corresponding norms. For r 

a measurable domain, let 

and let 

l 

£P(f) = {gl (fr 19111}' < 00 }, 1 $ p < OO, 

.C00(f) = {gl sup lul < 00} 
r 

l 

IIYllo(r) = (£ 19111) P, 

llull.c00(f) = sup lul
r 

For 1 $ p < oo and g = g(x), let 

rl11 (/) = {gl !:~ E .C2
(/), 0 $ k $ p}, 
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with 

Also, let 

wi(r) = {gl all derivates of g of order$ q are in C,00 on r}, 

with 

By D~g we mean any partial derivative of g of order I. Here r could also be time dependent, 

in which case the variable x would have t as one of its components. 

We will also employ continuous space-time norms. Let O $ t1 $ t2 $ T, and assume r 

is a measurable spatial domain. Define for 1 $ p < oo and 1 $ q $ oo, 

with norms 

£P(t1, t2; .Cq(r)) = {gl (l:2 
llull~q<n) ~ < oo }, 

.C00 (t1, t2; .Cq(r)) = {gl sup llullcq(r) < 00 }, 
(t1 ,t2) 

l 

ll9llo•(t1 ,t2; Cq(r)) = (1:2 

ll91 l~q(r)) P , 

ll9llc00 (t1.t2; £q(r)) = sup ll9llcq(r)· 
(ti.ti) 

For simplicity we will write ll9llcoo(QT) for IIYllcoo(o,T; .C00 (/))· 

1.3 Summary of Results 

In this section we summarize the major results of this thesis. As indicated earlier, we have 

restricted our attention to problems of the form 

8s + of(s) _ ~ (a(x,t) 08 ) = 0, (x,t) E Ix (O,T]= Qr, 
ot ox ox ox 

(1.2) 



or more generally, 

8s 8/(s) d ( 8s) 
Bt + ~ - dx a(x, t, s(x, t)) Bx = r(x, t, s), (x, t) e QT, 

We assume the initial condition 

s(x,O) = s0(x), x E J, 

and we consider boundary conditions of the form, 

or 

s(O, t) = 9o(t), 

8s 
a(O, t, s) ox (0, t) = 0, 

8s 
f(s(O, t)) - a(O, t, s) Bx (0, t) = f(go(t)) 

at the left endpoint. At the right endpoint we assume either, 

s(l, t) = 91(t), 

or 

8s 
a(l,t,s)-

8 
(1,t) = 0, 0 < t < T. 

X -

Throughout we assume f E C1(R), /' ~ 0, and O <a.$ a(x,t,s) $ a*. 
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(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

In Chapter 2, we present a Godunov-mixed finite element procedure for solving problems 

of the form given above. As we will see, this method is based on splitting {1.2) (similarly 

(1.3)) into an advection equation, 

as 8/(s) _ 
0 8t + ox - ' 
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and a diffusion equation, 

8s* {) ( 8s*) 
{)t - ax a(x,t) ax = o. 

The result of our splitting method is an approximation sn E M:1(c5x) to s(x,tn) at each 

diffusion time-level tn which is of the form 

{1.10) 

The method we employ to solve the advection equation is the higher-order Godunov 

MUSCL algorithm of van Leer, while for the diffusion equation we employ a mixed finite 

element method based on using the lowest-order Raviart-Thomas approximating spaces 

together with special quadrature rules. Generally, since the MUSCL scheme is explicit and 

the mixed method implicit in time, one solves the advection equation for many small CFL 

time-steps for each diffusion step. By CFL time-step we are referring to the well-known 

Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy time-step restriction which relates the time-step ~t to ~x. One 

must enforce this restriction in the Godunov method to preserve stability of the solution. 

The necessity for this type of restriction will become clearer when we derive maximum 

principles for the scheme in Chapter 3. 

When reactions are present, one can include them in the diffusion equation, or split 

them into an ordinary differential equation 

ds ( ~) dt = r x, t,s, 

and solve on a different time-scale than either advection or diffusion. 

In Chapter 3 we examine the stability of the scheme derived in Chapter 2. Here we 

show that sn as given by (1.10) satisfies certain maximum principles which mimic in a 

discrete sense the well-known maximum principles [26] which solutions to (1.2) satisfy; i.e., 
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a classical solution s to (1.2) attains its maximum and minimum on the boundary of QT, 

Thus, we show that when (1.2), (1.4) and Dirichlet boundary conditions (1.5), (1.8) hold, 

then 

mn < S'J- < Mn 
- J - , (1.11) 

where 

mn = min(mjn SJ, inf go(t), inf g1(t)), 
J [o,tn] [o,tn] 

and 

Mn= rnax(rnµSJ, sup go(t), sup 91(t)). 
J [o,tn] [o,tn] 

When Neumann boundary conditions (1.6), (1.7) hold, we obtain 

min SJ ~ Sf ~ max SJ. (1.12} 

Finally, whens satisfies (1.7) at x = 0 and (1.8) at x = 1, we obtain (1.11), while a condition 

combining (1.11) and (1.12) holds when one substitutes Neumann boundary conditions at 

X = 1, 

Chapter 4 contains the major results of this thesis. Here we derive error estimates in 

discrete £ 00 (£2 ) and £ 00 (£1 ) norms for the scheme applied to (1.2), (1.4) with various 

combinations of the boundary conditions (1.5)-(1.9). The first estimate we derive is for the 

problem (1.2), (1.4} with Dirichlet boundary conditions (1.5) and (1.8). We show that 

{1.13) 

where C is a constant which depends on, among other things, e(a. -i). Here s'] = s( x;, tn) 

and TE represents the truncation error; i.e., the error which arises when the discretization 

procedure is applied to the true solution s. In Appendix A we show by Taylor expansion 
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that for sand the coefficients and data sufficiently smooth (see Theorem 4.4 for regularity 

assumptions) 

TE~ C(Ax312 + At). (1.14) 

These results can be extended to include the case a = a( x, t, s ). 

For this same problem we also show that 

11s - SIIL°"(Ll) ~ C(Ax + At), (1.15) 

where in this case C depends on a;2 • Thus, we prove the result that if a. - 0 as -6.x°', 

where a < 1/2, and if the solutions sa. to (1.2) remain smooth as a. - 0 and converge 

in £ 1(0,T;C1(J)) to s satisfying an equation of the form (1.2) with a(x,t) ~ 0, then our 

approximation Sa. to sa. also converges to s in this norm. Furthermore, if sa. converges to 

sat some rate, then we can obtain a rate for the convergence of Sa. to s. We note that in 

some physical applications, the diffusion coefficient can only be assumed to be nonnegative, 

hence this result may apply to these problems. Finally, for the Dirichlet problem we derive 

a result similar to (1.13)-(1.14) for the modification to the algorithm whereby one takes 

several advection steps per diffusion step. 

Also in Chapter 4, we derive results for the problem (1.2) with a Dirichlet boundary 

condition at x = 0 and a Neumann boundary condition (1.9) at x = 1, and for the problem 

(1.2) with a mixed boundary condition (1.7) at x = 0 and a Dirichlet boundary condition 

at x = 1. In the first case we obtain 

(1.16) 

For the latter case we obtain a result similar to that given by (1.13)-(1.14). Truncation 

errors for these cases are also given in the appendices. 
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We claim that all of these results hold when one has nonuniform spatial grid, with the 

modification that TE= O(Ax + At). To demonstrate this fact, in Chapter 4 we rederive 

(1.13) for the case of quasi-uniform spatial grid. 

We conclude Chapter 4 by deriving a O(Ax + At) estimate in L00(L1) for a first-order 

Godunov-mixed method applied to the nonlinear equation (1.3) with initial condition (1.4) 

and Dirichlet boundary conditions. Here we use a different technique which is particular to 

first-order schemes. Namely we use the fact that the L1 norm of the error at time level tn+i 

is bounded by the L1 norm of the error at time tn plus truncation error. This technique 

can also be used to show that the first-order Godunov procedure for scalar conservation 

laws is truly globally first-order, when the solution is sufficiently smooth. Truncation error 

analysis for this procedure is given in Appendix C. 



Chapter 2 

Scheme Development 

In this chapter, we derive Godunov-mixed methods for parabolic equations in one dimension 

with Dirichlet, Neumann, or mixed boundary conditions. The Godunov scheme we employ 

is based on van Leer's MUSCL algorithm. 

In the first section, we present the basic Godunov-mixed method for a quasi-linear 

parabolic equation in one space dimension. In Section 2.2, we discuss how we enforce bound

ary and initial conditions for this scheme. In Section 2.3, a modification of the basic scheme 

is presented whereby one takes many small advection steps per diffusion step. Finally, in 

Section 2.4 we derive Godunov-mixed methods for more general parabolic problems. 

2.1 The basic Godunov-mixed method (GMM) 

Consider the problem 

OS of(s) _ ~ ( ( t)os) = O ( ) ( ] Q ot + ax ax a x, ox , x, t E IX 0, T = T, (2.1) 

with initial condition 

s(x,O) = s0(x), x E J. (2.2) 

15 
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At x = 0, assumes satisfies, for O < t :S T, either a Dirichlet boundary condition, 

s(O, t) = go(t), (2.3) 

a homogeneous Neumann (no-flow) boundary condition, 

8s 
a(0, t) ax (0, t) = 0, (2.4) 

or a mixed boundary condition of the form 

as 
f(s(O, t)) - a(O, t) Bx (0, t) = f(go(t)). (2.5) 

At x = 1, assumes satisfies either 

s(l, t) = 91(t), {2.6) 

or 

as 
a(l, t)~(l, t) = 0, 0 < t < T. 

ux -
(2.7) 

We assume that the boundary and initial conditions are compatible; i.e., s0 (0) = g0(0) when 

(2.3) holds, etc. ; and we also assume f E C1(R), f'-~ 0, and a(x, t) > 0. 

Our operator-splitting approach can be outlined as follows. Assume we have an approx

imation, S(x,t), to s(x,t) satisfying (2.1), and we want an approximation to s(x,t*), where 

0 $ i < r S T. \\"e first ali,iiiy the MUSCL scheme to the equation 

os 8f(s) _ O ( ) I (- *] at + ax - , x, t E X t, t , (2.8) 

with initial condition 

s(x, t) = S(x, l), x E I. (2.9) 

We then apply the mixed method to the equation 

as· a ( as•) -Bt - ax a(x, t) ax = 0, (x, t) E J X (t, t*], (2.10) 
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with initial condition 

s*(x, t) = S(x, t*), x E /, (2.11) 

where S(x, t*) is the Godunov approximation to s(x, t*). The result of these two steps is 

an approximation, S(x,t*), to s(x,t*) satisfying (2.1). We then iterate on this process by 

letting S(x, t*) be the initial condition for the next advection step. 

We now describe the Godunov MUSCL procedure and the mixed method. We begin 

with the MUSCL procedure. 

2.1.1 The higher-order Godunov MUSCL scheme 

In (2.8), let f = in and t* = tn+I. The MUSCL algorithm can be derived by integrating 

(2.8) over the space-time domain Bj x [tn, tn+l] and applying (2.9). Doing so one obtains 

where ~+l(x) = s(x,tn+I), and sn(x) ~ s(x,tn). We approximate the second integral 

above by the midpoint rule, obtaining, for / and s sufficiently smooth, 

l (sn+ 1 (x) - sn(x))dx 
J 

+ Atn[/(s(xi+½' tn+½) - f(s(xj-½' tn+½)] + O(At2
) = 0, (2.12) 

an approximation to s( x, tn) of the form 

sn(x) = S'J + (x - Xj)6S'J, x E Bj, (2.13) 

where {S~ is determined by a slope-limiting procedure outlined below. 
J 
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We now must define an approximation to f(s(xJ+½' tn+½)). For the case f' ~ O we 

approximate this term by f(SJ.L), where SJ.L = s(xi+½' tn+½) and s satisfies the linear 

advection problem 

with 

Thus, S'J.L is found by evaluating sn(x) at the point x;,L, where 

Atn J'(Sn) 
X j,L = X j+ ½ - 2 j • 

Assuming the CFL condition 

Atn 
su_p J'(S'J) Ax. ::; 1, 

J J 

we have x;,L EB;. Hence, by (2.13), 

Sn sn( ) sn Axi ( !'(Sn) Atn )c-sn i,L = x i,L = i + -2- 1 - i Ax . v i . 
J 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

This is valid for j = 1, ... , J - 1; So,L is determined by the boundary conditions and is 

given in the next section. 

For more general f(s), the approximation to f(s(xi+½' tn+½)) is determined by calculat

ing left and right states, S'J.L and S'J.n, and solving a Riemann problem. For our immediate 

purpose, we assume f' ~ 0. 

Given S'J, j = 1, ... ,J - 1, and SJ.L, j = O, •.. ,J -1, we obtain S'J+l = 5n+l(x), 

XE Bj, by 

S'J+I = S'J - ~:n. [f(Sf.L) - /(S'J-1,d]-, (2.16) 
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Equation (2.16) follows from (2.12), (2.13), and the assumption that 5n+1 E M~1 (c5z) 

by observing 

and by neglecting the 0( dt2 ) term. 

2.1.2 The lowest-order mixed method 

Given 5n+1 as the initial condition, we derive a mixed method for (2.10) and (2.11) as in 

[35, 40). Thus, we use the lowest-order Raviart-Thomas approximating spaces and special 

quadrature rules. 

Lets* satisfy (2.10). Let 

(2.17) 

The approximations un+I and 5n+1 are determined as follows. 

First, multiply (2.17) by v, where vis a test function in M6(o.r), and divide by a(x, tn+l ), 

then integrate over I and integrate by parts. Substituting un+I for un+l and 5n+1 for 

s*(x, tn+l) we obtain 

fr a}+l un+I(x)v(x)dx - fr sn+I(x)v'(x)dx = -svl~- (2.18) 

Note that when Neumann boundary conditions (2.4) and/or (2.7) hold(s), we choose v 

above so that v(O) = 0 and/or v(l) = 0, since in the mixed method, Neumann bound

ary conditions are the essential boundary conditions; i.e., they are enforced exactly, while 

Dirichlet boundary conditions are enforced weakly. 
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Moreover, by applying backward differencing in time in (2.10), replacing s*(x, tn+l) 

with 5n+1 and -/;(a(x, tn+i )~(x, tn+i )) with fz-(Un+l ), multiplying by a test function 

w E M~ 1 ( 6:r) and integrating we find that 

(2.19) 

By evaluating the integrals in (2.18) using the trapezoidal rule one has 

(2.20) 

where for j = l, ... ,J-1, s;+i = 5n+l(x), XE B;, and s;;+1 and Sj+1 are determined 

by the boundary conditions. Moreover, choosing w appropriately and integrating exactly 

in (2.19), and substituting (2.20), we see that 

s~+i - s~+1 
1 1 

.6.tn 

1 sn+l sn+l 
[ n+l ;+1 - i ---a l 

.6.x; H2 .6.x;+½ 

5n+1 5n+1 
n+l j - i-1] 0 -a -=----=-- -i-½ .6.x- 1 - ' 1-.,-

(2.21) 

for j = 1, ... , J - 1. Here a;:½ = a(xi+½' in+l ). Thus, the mixed method with lowest-order 

approximating spaces and the trapezoidal rule of integration is equivalent to block-centered 

finite differences applied to (2.10). 

We note that when a is discontinuous at grid block boundaries, as often happens in 

applications, we can replace a~++} by arithmetically or harmonically averaging the average 
1 2 

values of a over grid blocks B; and B;+I · Either of these approximations arises naturally 

in the context of the mixed formulation as given by (2.18). 

Substituting (2.16) into (2.21) we obtain 

{2.22) 
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for j=l, ... ,J-1. Hence, to determine 5n+1 we must solve a positive definite, symmetric, 

tridiagonal system of equations at each time tn. 

2.1.3 Slope-limiting 

The final step in the algorithm is the projection of 5n+1 into the space M~ 1(6.r). This is 

done by using (2.13) with limited slope lS'J determined as follows. 

Let 

(2.23) 

and set 

s~ 1 - (1 - µ~)s~ - µ~s~ 1 £S~ - J+ , , , ,-
v J - ) ' µj(Ax;+½ + Ax;-½ 

(2.24) 

for j = 2, ... , J - 2. The limited slope lS'J is given by 

6S'J = min(6limSJ, l6SJI) · sgn(6SJ), (2.25) 

where 

otherwise. 

Here 0:1,j is a parameter satisfying 

Ax;+½ 
0 $ 0:1,3 $ 2 A , j = 1, ... , J - 2, 

Xj 
(2.26) 

and 

0 $ O!/,J-1 $ 2. (2.27) 

Limited slopes ls; and ls;_1 incorporating the boundary conditions are given in the 

next section. 
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2.2 Enforcing initial and boundary conditions 

2.2.1 Dirichlet boundary conditions 

With Dirichlet boundary conditions a limited slope can be calculated for the first interval 

by setting 

(2.28) 

where 

(2.29) 

and 

61imS1 = { 
0, 

01,1 min(!S1,xl, 1S1,xl), if (Si,x) · (Si,x) > 0, 

otherwise. 

Here 01,1 satisfies (2.26), 

sn n sn _ 1 - Yo 
I,.r - 6x1 ' (2.30) 

and 

(2.31) 

A similar formula for the term lS;_ 1 can be derived with 0.1,J-t satisfying (2.27); i.e., 

(2.32) 

where 

(2.33) 

and 

if (Sj_ 1,x) · (Sj_ 1 ,:t) > 0, 

otherwise. 



Here, 

n sn sn _ 91 - J-1 
J-1,z - "x , 

.l..l J-1 

and 

Dirichlet boundary conditions (2.3) and (2.6) are further enforced by setting 

and defining the extensions s;;+i and Sj+l by 

Sn+l _ 2gn+l sn+l 
0 - 0 - 1 , 

Sn+l _ 2gn+l sn+l 
J - 1 - J-1 · 

Equation (2.36) is derived from the approximation 

!(Sn ) ( n+½) n+½) 
O,L ~ f S ½ = f (9o • 
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(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

Conditions (2.37) and (2.38) are derived from the mixed method formulation; i.e. (2.18) 

and (2.20). 

Instead of (2.36), we could define 

S n _ n 
O,L - 9o· (2.39) 

This change results in a 0( .6.t) error in the analysis but greatly simplifies maximum principle 

arguments, as we will see in Chapter 3. 

2.2.2 Neumann boundary conditions 

In the case of Neumann boundary conditions, (2.4) and (2.7), we set 

fs~ = 6SJ-t = o, (2.40) 



and we define the extensions 

and 

Moreover, we set 

Sn+l - sn+l 
0 - 1 , 

Sn+l - sn+l 
J - J-1 · 

S,n - sn O,L - 1 • 

Condition (2.40) follows from (2.4) and the approximation 

- n OS n 
6S1 ~ {)x(x1,t ) = O(~x). 
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(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

Equations (2.41) and (2.42) are derived from (2.20) by forcing u½+i = u;~½ = O. Finally, 

(2.43) is derived by "reflecting" the solution across x = O; thus, we apply (2.15) with 

S8 = Si and ls; = 0. 

As we will see in our analysis in Chapter 4, we must be careful in defining an appropriate 

Sj_1,L. Following the derivation of the MUSCL algorithm as given above, it would seem 

(2.44) 

However, by setting 

S n - sn+l 
J-1,L - J-1, (2.45) 

we are able to avoid technical difficulties associated with the boundary conditions and obtain 

a better £1 error estimate. From a computational point of view clearly (2.44) is preferable 

since it is explicit; however, the modification (2.45) is well-defined, even though we must 

now solve a nonlinear equation. Either definition works from a truncation error point of 

view. 
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2.2.3 Mixed boundary condition 

For the mixed boundary condition (2.5), we enforce this condition in (2.22) for j = 1 by 

setting 

(2.46) 

We also set 

ts;= o. (2.47) 

Thus we approximate the solution by a constant in the first interval. This automatically 

introduces a CJ( ax) term into the error analysis. 

2.2.4 Initial condition 

-o -n -n 
Calculating 6S; by (2.25 ), j = 2, ... , J - 2, and calculating 6S0 and 6S J-t by the proper 

formulas as given above, we approximate the initial condition (2.2) by setting 

S°(x) =SJ+ (x - x;)6S~, x EB;, (2.48) 

where 

s0 = - 1
- f s0 (x)dx. 

J ax; JB, (2.49) 

2.3 Many advection steps per diffusion step 

In this section, we present a modification (43] of the scheme given in Section 2.1 whereby 

one takes several advection steps per diffusion step. This approach is very practical for 

problems where CFL constraints such as (2.14) require atn to be small to preserve stability 

of the Godunov scheme. 
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Recall from Section 2.1 that diffusion is added implicitly; thus, in the mixed method, 

there is no stability constraint on At but at each diffusion time step a system of equations 

must be solved. Advection, on the other hand, is explicit and very local. Hence one 

advection step is much less expensive than one diffusion step. By solving for diffusion at 

every few advection steps instead of at every advection step, we reduce the expense of the 

overall computation. 

Due to the nature of the mixed boundary condition, this case is not considered here. 

We do, however, formulate the scheme for Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. 

For simplicity, assume 1( ~ 1 is fixed. Then the diffusion time-step Atn is given by 

K-1 
Atn = L AtZ•n, 

k=O 

where At=·n satisfies 

Atk n 
sup J'(S~'n)--•- $ 1, j = 1, ... , J - 1, 

; 3 Ax; 

with s;,n is defined below. 

Given sn e M:.1(6z), where sn is of the form (2.13), let 

SJ'n = Sf, j = 1, ... , J - 1. 

Define, for k = 1, ... , 1( - 1, 

Atk,n 
5~,n = s~-1,n _ _ a_[f(S~-1,n) _ f(S~-1,n)] 

3 3 Ax; 3,L ,-1,L , 

where, 

s~-1,n = s~-1,n + Ax; (l - /'(S~-1,n)At=·n )lS~-1,n 
,,L , 2 ' Ax; ' ' 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

- k 1 n • (2 25) Th 5k-l,n 6Sk-l,n d and 6 S; - · is calculated by slope-limiting as m . . e terms o,L , 1 , an 

6St~,n are determined by the boundary conditions; see Section 2.2. 
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Thus, in this case, for j = 1, ... , J - 1, 

K-1 Atk,n 
s~+i = Sf), + ~ - 11 [J(S~'n) - f(S~:...n )]. , , ~ Ax _ ,,L , 1,L 

k=O J 
(2.54) 

Combining {2.54) with {2.21), we obtain, for j = 1, ... , J - 1, 

S~+l - Sf), K-1 ~ k,n 
J J + ~ _t_11 [f(S~'n) - f(S~,n )] 

Atn ~ Ax. J,L ,-1,L 
k=O J 

1 sn+I sn+I 5n+1 sn+I 
- --[a~+i ;+1 - ; - a~+I ; - ;-1 ] ~ 0. 

Ax; J+2 Ax;+½ ,-½ Az;-½ 
{2.55) 

Thus to determine sn+l we must solve a tridiagonal system of equations at each time 

As in Section 2.1, we complete this step in the algorithm by projecting 5n+1 into the 

space M!..1(6z) using the slope-limiting procedure described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 and 

applying {2.13); sn+i then becomes the initial condition for the next advection step. 

2.4 GMM for more general equations 

We now extend the scheme presented in Sections 2.1-2.3 for the nonlinear problem 

8s {)J(s) d ( Ds) 
Bt + a;- - dx a(x, t, s(x, t)) Bx = r(x, t,s), (x, t) EQT, 

with initial condition 

and boundary conditions 

s(x,0) = s0 (x), x EI, 

s(O, t) = go(t), 

as 
a(O, t, s(O, t)) Bx (0, t) = 0, 

(2.56) 

{2.57) 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 
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or 

8s 
f( s(0, t)) - a(0, t, s(0, t)) a/0, t) = 0, (2.60) 

and 

s(l, t) = 91(t), (2.61) 

or 

8s 
a(l,t,s(l,t))

8
x(l,t) = 0, t e (0,T]. (2.62) 

Here we have three physical processes occurring simultaneously: advection, diffusion 

and "reaction" corresponding with f, a, and r, respectively. Thus, we could perform time

splitting at three different levels by extending the ideas of Section 2.3. 

Suppose we have an approximation sn(x) to s(x, tn) satisfying (2.56), and we want to 

calculate 5n+1. Assume the reaction term is varying on a smaller time-scale than advection 

and diffusion. We could then time-split our algorithm by the following procedure, which is 

based on an algorithm given in [42]. 

Let AtR be the time-step for reactions, AtA and AtD the time-steps for advection and 

diffusion, respectively. Assume for positive integers K and M, 

and AtA is determined by a CFL restriction such as (2.50). 

The first step in the splitting is to solve 

ds ( .) dt=rx,t,s, 

with initial condition 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 
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Let 5K,l,n::::: s(x, in+ At A) by applying some ordinary differential equation solver to (2.65)

(2.66) for K time-steps of size AtR. 

The next step is to solve 

8s 8/(s) O 
at+~= ' (x,t) E J X (tn,in + AtA], (2.67) 

with initial condition 

{2.68) 

Let 5t,n be the Godunov approximation to s(x, tn + AtA), Assuming M > 1 in (2.64), we 

would return to (2.65), and solve this equation with initial condition 51,n. 

After M steps of the above procedure, we now solve 

8s* d ( 8s*) Bt - dx a(x, t, s*) Bx = 0, (x, t) E J X (tn, tn+l], (2.69) 

with initial condition 

(2.70) 

using the mixed method. Here $M,n is the Godunov approximation after M steps of iterating 

between (2.65) and (2.67). 

To be more precise, suppose we solve (2.65)-(2.66) by the explicit Euler method at each 

point x; for K steps of size AtR, then we obtain 

K-1 
srm,n = sr-1,n + L AtRr(x;,tlc,m,n,s;,m,n), (2.71) 

k=O 

where 

(2.72) 

and form> 1, s;-i,n is defined below. Here, for k=l, ... ,K, 

s;,m,n = s;-1,m,n + AtR r( X j, tlc-1,m,n, s;-1,m,n), (2.73) 
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where 

s~,m,n = 5'!'-l,n 
) ) ' (2.74) 

and 

(2.75) 

The next step is to project $K,m,n into the space M:1(6z) by calculating limited slopes 

and applying (2.13). Then, the Godunov approximation sm,n E M~1(6z) to s(x, t" + ~tA) 

satisfying (2.67) with initial condition 5K,m,n is given by 

- ·K ~tA ·K ·K 5'!",n = S, ,m,n + -[f(S. ,m,n) _ f(S- ,m,n)]. 
J J ~x. J,L J-1,L 

) 

(2.76) 

We now return to (2.71) and iterate the above procedure for M steps, obtaining finally 

The step is completed by computing 5n+1 via the mixed method applied to (2.69). 

Using the lowest order Raviart-Thomas spaces and the trapezoidal rule as in Section 2.1 we 

obtain 

si:i+i -s¥,n+I 
J J 

(2.77) 

r . 1 J 1 H n+1 -- ( tn+1 5n+1) . 1 J 1 h r . 1or J = , ... , - . ere a i+ ½ a xi+½, , ;+ ½ , J = , ... , - , w ere 1or J = 

1, ... ,J- 2, 

5n+1 = !(si:i+I + si:i+I) 
;+½ 2 J ,+1 ' 

(2.78) 

and S½+l and s;~½ are again defined by the boundary conditions. 

Thus, to determine 5n+1, we must use Newton's method or some other nonlinear equa

tion solver on (2.77). For problems where nonlinear solvers aren't efficient or don't converge, 
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we could modify the algorithm above by defining a~+½l by extrapolation in time. This mod,+ 

ification does not change our analysis considerably, and the approximation 5n+1 is then 

determined by simply solving a positive definite, symmetric, tridiagonal system of equa-

tions, as in the linear case. 

The above procedure is but one splitting that could be performed on (2.56). In Chapter 

4, we will analyze a splitting based on applying the first-order Godunov scheme and the 

mixed method to this equation. 

Assume reaction, advection, and diffusion occur on roughly the same time scale, so that 

.6.tR = .6.tA = .6.tv. Then, we can derive a splitting procedure whereby we apply first-order 

Godunov to (2.8), and then apply the mixed method to the problem 

a(x t *) r( t s*) (x, t) E / X (tn, tn+l], {}s* d ( {}s*) 
{}t - dx ' ' 8 ox = x, ' ' (2.79) 

with initial condition 

(2.80) 

Here Sn+l is the first-order Godunov approximation to s(x, tn+l) satisfying (2.8). 

The first-order Godunov scheme is basically the higher-order scheme derived in Section 

2.1 with l:S'J = 0. Thus, s;L = S'J, and 

5,:i+i = s~ - .6.tn [f(S~) - /(S~_1)]. 
J J .6.x. J J 

J 

(2.81) 

The above formula is valid for j = 2, ... , J - 1. For j = 1, 

sn+i = sn - .6.t [/(Sn) - /(Sn )] 
1 1 .6.xi 1 O,L , 

(2.82) 

where snL is determined by boundary conditions as in Section 2.2, with the modification 
0, 

that in the case (2.3) holds, we set 

S
n _ n 
O,L - 9o, (2.83) 
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instead of g;+½. 

Finally, applying the mixed method to (2.79) and using the midpoint rule to calculate 

f rn+l we obtain B, 

5':'+1 - 5':'+1 
- an+l J ,-1 ] = r(x. tn+l 5':'+1) 

i-½ Ax- 1 '' ' ' ' J-'I 

(2.84) 

with 5n+1 given by (2.81)-(2.83) and a;!½ defined as above withs;:½ given by (2.78). 

Thus, finding 5n+1 again involves solving a nonlinear system of equations. Earlier 

remarks about using extrapolation of coefficients in (2.84) also hold here. 



Chapter 3 

Maximum Principles 

In this chapter, we extend earlier results of Wheeler [41] and demonstrate that, with certain 

assumptions on the time-step and the slope-limiting parameter a1J, the Godunov-mixed 

method (GMM) approximation described in Chapter 2 satisfies discrete maximum princi

ples. Thus, the scheme is stable. 

The results of this chapter can be summarized as follows. For S the GMM approximation 

to s satisfying (2.1), (2.2), with Dirichlet boundary conditions (2.3) and (2.6), we have 

(3.1) 

for j = 1, ... ,J-1 and n = O, ... ,N*; where 

mn = min(mjnSJ, inf go(t), inf 91(t)) 
J [0,t") [0,t") 

and 

Mn = ma.x(mµ: SJ, sup go(t), sup 91(t)). 
J [0,t") [0,t") 

For the problem with Neumann boundary conditions (2.4) and (2.7), S satisfies 

mjnSJ ~ S1J ~ mµ:SJ. , , (3.2) 

33 
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Furthermore, when s satisfies a mixed boundary condition (i.e. (2.5)) at x = 0 and (2.6) 

at x = 1, S satisfies (3.1), and when (2.7) holds at x = 1, we have 

min(m~nSJ, inf go(t)) $ S'J $ max(m~SJ, sup go(t)). 
J [o,tn] J [o,tn] 

(3.3) 

The above inequalities are proved for the basic scheme presented in Chapter 2, Sections 

2.1 and 2.2. The results are easily extendable to the extension of the scheme given in Section 

2.3, and to the nonlinear scheme of Section 2.4 when r = O. 

Inequality (3.1) is proved in Section 3.1, and (3.2) is derived in Section 3.2. In Section 

3.3, (3.1) is shown to hold for the problem with a mixed boundary condition at x = 0 and 

a Dirichlet boundary condition at x = 1. Maximum principles for any combination of the 

boundary conditions are easily derived by combining elements of the proofs given in the 

following sections. 

3.1 Dirichlet boundary conditions 

In this section, we derive (3.1) for the GMM approximation, S, to s satisfying (2.1)-(2.3) 

and (2.6). Thus S satisfies (2.22) with boundary data given in Section 2.2.1. We also prove 

th?.t (3.1) holds with the modification to the scheme whereby 

(3.4) 

The results of this section are given in the following lemmas. 

Lemma 3.1 Let S satisfy (2.22} and (2.28)-(2.38). Let the slope-limiting parameters 0:1,; 

satisfy 

~xi+½ 
0 ~ O:/,j ~ 2 ~x. , j = 1, ... , J - 2, 

J 

(3.5) 



and 

Let 

and 

and let 

0 :s O'./,J-1 :s 2. 

9b,. = sup lgb(t)I, 
{ti g'(t)<O} 

I* I ( ) 9o = sup 9o t ' 
{ti g'(t)>O} 

Ax= m~n Ax;, 
J 

0:1 ·Ax· 
0:1 = max '' ' . 

; Ax;-½ 

Assume Atn satisfies the following constraints for each n: 

Atn 1 
~sup/'(s)::;

1 
2'.L' 

~x sn + 2 

and when 0:1,1 and sr - 98 =f 0, 

Atn ' 0'./,1 9b,.Atn < 
~sup/ (s)[l + -

2 
+ 

2
(Sn n)] _ 1, if Sf - g0 > 0, 

~Xt Sn 1 - 9o 

or 
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(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Atn J'( )[1 + o:1,1 gb * Atn ] < 1 if Sin - 9on < O·, (3.10) 
~ sup s -2 - 2(Sn n) - ' 
~x1 $n 1 - 9o 

and 

(3.11) 

or 

Atn9~ •• :£ -2(S1 - 9o), if Sf - 98 < 0. (3.12) 
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Here sn and sn are closed intervals in R defined as follows: 

sn = [min( inf go(t),gf ,mjn SJ), max(sup 9o(t),gf ,mµSf )], ~n , ~~ , 

and 

sn = [min(inf go(t),Si,S~),max(supgo(t),Si,S~)]. 
~.n ~.n 

If the above assumptions on Atn and 01,j are satisfied, then S satisfies (9.1). 

Lemma 3.2 Let S and 01,j satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma (9.1) with the ezception that 

So,L is given by {9.4). Let Atn satisfy 

where 

and 

Atn 1 
7""" s~p f'( s) :5 1 + ~, 
~x Sn 2 

o:, ·Ax· 
o, = m~x '' ' , 

, Axi-½ 

Ax= m~nAXj, 
J 

S·n [ . ( n n . sn) ( n· n sn)] = mm g0 , g1 , mm j , max g0 • g1 , max j . 
J J 

Then S satisfies (3.1). 

Proof (Lemma 3.1). We first define some notation. Let 

and let 

6S'J = S'j- S'J_ 1 , j = 2, ... ,J-1, 

Atn 
hj(s) = f'(s) Ax·. 

J 

(3.13) 

{3.14) 
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Recall from Chapter 2 

5n+1 = S"!- - Atn [f(S1!-L) - f(S"!- 1 L)] 
' ' Ax · '' ,- • ' J 

(3.15) 

where 

Sn n+½ 
O,L = 9o , (3.16) 

and for j = 1, ... , J - 1, 

Sn sn Ax;( n)) - n j,L = ; +-2- 1-h;(S; 6S;, (3.17) 

with 6S'J given by (2.25), (2.28), or (2.32). 

Case 1: j = 2, .. . ,J-1. Applying the Mean Value Theorem to fin (3.15) we find 

S'J+l = S'J - h;(f3;)(S'J.L - S'J-1,d 

(3.18) 

where 

h;(f3;)[6SJ + 11
; 1 (1 - h;(SJ))6S'J 

_t1xr1 (1- h;-1(S'J-i))6S'J_1]/6SJ, if 6SJ :/: 0, (3.19) 

0, otherwise, 

and /3; is some point between S'J.L and S'J-i,L· We now follow the argument given by Wheeler 

to show 0 $ D;-½ $ 1. 

First, note that if 6S'J > 0 for 1 $ j $ J - 2, then since h;(SJ) $ 1 by (3.8) and 

Ax;6S'J $ AAx; o:1,;(S'J+1 - SJ)$ 2(Si+1 - S7) 
xi+½ 

by (2.25) and (3.5), we have by (3.17), 
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Similarly, if 6S'J $ 0, then 

Sf +I < S'J.L $ Sf. 

Thus 

(3.20) 

for 1 $ j $ J - 2. For j = J - 1, if 6S;_1 > 0, then 

by (2.32) and (3.6). Thus 

S'j_t < S'J-1,L $ 91 · 

Similarly, if 6S1_1 $ 0, 

ui $ S1-1,L < Si-1 · 

Hence 

(3.21) 

Thus, since /3; is between SJL and Sf-t,L• then by (3.20), (2.36), and (3.21), /3; E sn 

for 1 $ j $ J - 1, hence 

h;(/3;) = atn J'(/3·) 
-6.x. , 

J 
atn 

< X-sup /'(s) x; sn 

1 
< l+T' 

(3.22) 
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by (3.8). 

We note that by the slope-limiting procedure, 6S'J and 6S'J_1 are zero or have the same 

sign as 6S'J, Hence by (3.19) and (3.5), 

D. l ~ h·(/J·)(l- ~Zj-10/,j-1) 
1
-2 ' ' 2~z;-½ 

~ 0. 

Moreover, by (3.19), (3.22), (3. 7), and (3.8), 

n. ½ $ h;(/3;)(1 + ;i:x;) J- ,-½ 
$ 

a1 
m;xh;(/3;)(1 + 2 ) 

< 1. 

By (3.18), and (3.23)-(3.24), if 6S] ~ 0, then 

s~ < si:i+1 < s~. 
J-1 - J - J 

Similarly, if 6S'J $ 0, then 

s~ < si:i+i < si:i+i. 
J - J - ,-1 

Thus, by (3.25) and (3.26), for 2 $ j $ J - 1, 

min s~ < 5,:i+I < max s~. 
1$j9-1 J - J - 1$j$J-l J 

Case 2: j=l. For j=l, recall 

if 6Si and 01,1 ~ 0, 

otherwise. 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 
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Here /31 is some point between S1 and g;+ ½, and 

(3.29) 

where 

(Sn n+½);rsn T/o = 1 - 9o v 1 • (3.30) 

• - n • 
First, assume 6S1 and a,,1 -::/; 0. Then 6S1 is zero or has the same sign as 6S1. Thus, 

by (3.29) and (3.30), 

D½ ~ h1(/31)T/O 

= h (/3 )(1 - Lltn_gl,(t)) 
1 1 2 csr ' 

for some f E (tn, tn+½) by the Mean Value Theorem applied to T/O· Hence, 

{ h,(/l,)(t - at•9r /(2 ism if 6S1 > O, 
D1 > 

2 

h1(/3i)(l + 6.tngl,,./(2 6S1)), if 6S1 < 0, 

~ 0, (3.31) 

by (3.11) and (3.12). 

1 

Furthermore, since /31 is between Sf,L and u;+ 2 and Sf,L is between sr and S2 (see 

(3.20)), we have /31 E ,sn. Thus 

01,1) D½ $ h1(/31)(TJo + 2 
= h (/3 )(l _ 6.tn_gl,(t) + 0/,1) 

1 1 
26S1 2 

l ~~:Sup/'(s)(l+ A;:~~·+¥), if 6S1 > 0, 
$ Sn 1 

At" f'( )(1 - At7gp° + ~) "f r5n < 0 
Az1 sup 8 2 65" 2 ' 

1 u 1 ' 
,Sn 1 

~ 1, (3.32) 

by (3.29), (3.30), (3.9) and {3.10). 
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Applying (3.31) and (3.32) in (3.28) one obtains 

min(Sn gn) < 5n+1 < max(Sn gn) 1, 0 - 1 - 1, 0 (3.33) 

when 6Sf and 01,1 :/: 0. 

Now assume 6Sf or 01,1 = 0, then since O $ h1 (/31 ) $ 1 we obtain from (3.28), 

. (Sn n+½) < s-n+1 (Sn n+½) mm 1 '9o - 1 $ max 1 '9o . (3.34) 

Combining (3.27), (3.33), and (3.34) we find 

min(mjnSJ, inf go(t)) $ S'J+l $ max(mµSJ, sup go(t)). 
J [O,tn+½J J (0,tn+½J 

(3.35) 

Now, recall 

(3.36) 

Suppose 

S!'+l = max s~+i 
J j J 

for some j between 2 and J - 2. Let 

Then of and u; are greater than zero for all j, and 

= $!1+1. 
J 

Thus 

(3.37) 



Now, suppose 

Si+l = maxs~+1. 
j J 

Recall s0+1 = Si+i - 2g0+i, hence 

- 2u-gn+l + {l + 2u- + u+)sn+l u+sn+l - s-n+l 10 1 1 1 -12 -1 · 
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{3.38) 

We have two cases. Either Si+l $ g0+1 or Si+l 2:: g0+1. In the latter case, by the argument 

given above applied to {3.38) we obtain 

Thus, in either case, 

gn+I < max(sn+I gn+l) 
1 - 1 , 0 • (3.39) 

Similarly, if 

gn+I = max s~+l 
J-1 j J ' 

we obtain 

gn+l < max(sn+I gn+l). 
J-1 - J-1' 1 (3.40) 

Thus, combining (3.37), (3.39), and (3.40) with (3.35) we find 

mµS.i+l $ max(m.3.XSJ, sup oo(t), sup 01(t)). 
J . J (o,tn+l) (o,tn+lJ 

By an argument similar to the one above we can also show 

minS~+l > min(minS,~, inf oo(t), inf 01(t)). 
j J - j [o,tn+t] [o,tn+l] 

The lemma now follows by induction on n. 
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Proof (Lemma 3.2). The proof of Lemma 3.2 is identical to the proof of Lemma 3.1 

except for the bound for Sf+l. In this case 

(3.41) 

where 

if 6Sf ~ 0, 
(3.42) 

otherwise. 

Here /31 is some point between Sf,L and g[J. 

Thus 

(3.43) 

since ts; is zero or has the same sign as 6Sf. Furthermore, by (3.20), (31 E .sn, thus by 

(3.42) and (3.13), 

D½ < h1(f31)(l+ 
01

'1) 
2 

~tn a, 1 
< ~ sup J'(s)(l + 2 ) 

Xt 5n 

$ 1. (3.44) 

Hence by (3.41), (3.43) and (3.44), we obtain 

(3.45) 

The Lemma follows by combining (3.45) with (3.27), (3.37), (3.39), and (3.40), and using 

induction on n. 
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3.2 Neumann boundary conditions 

In this section, we prove that (3.2) holds for the GMM approximation to s satisfying (2.1), 

(2.2), (2.4), and (2.7). We prove this result for both definitions of Sj_1,L, (2.44) and (2.45). 

The result is given in the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.3 . Let S satisfy (2.22}, (2.,18)-(2.,19), and (2.,10)-(2.,19), with S'J-i,L given by 

either {2 .. U) or (2.,15). Let 0:1,; satisfy 

for j = 1, ... , J - 2, and 

Let 6tn satisfy 

where 

and 

Then S satisfies (S.2). 

6x· 
0 < 0:1 · < 2 ' - ,J - 6 

xi+½ 

0 ~ 0:l,J-1 ~ 2. 

6tn 1 
~ s~p f'(s) =:; 1 + 2.L, 
L.J.X Sn 2 

6x = mjn6x;, 
J 

0:1 ·6x· 
01 = rnax ,J 3 , 

; 6x;-½ 

sn = [mjnSJ,mµSJ]. 
J J 

(3.46) 

Proof. First, assume (2.44) holds. Then, for j = 2, ... , J - 2, we have, by the same 

argument given in the proof of Lemma 3.1, that 

min Sf!. < s~+i < max Sf!., 
1s;si-1 ' - ' - 1s;9-1 ' 

(3.47) 
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where again s;+i is given by (3.15). 

For j = 1, since s;;,L = sr, we have 

sr+i = sr - t:: [!(sf) - J(Sf)l 

= Sf. (3.48) 

Furthermore 

since ls;_1 = O. By the same argument used to derive (3.47) one can show 

(3.49) 

Combining (3.47)-(3.49), we have 

min S':l < s~+l < ma.x s1:1 
j }- } - j } (3.50) 

for all j = 1, ... , J - l. 

Now assume 

s~+i = ma.x s~+i 
} j } 

for some 2 ::S j ::S J - 2, where s5+1 satisfies (3.36). By the same argument given in the 

proof of Lemma 3.1 we obtain 

Assume 

s~+i < S!l+i. 
J - J 

Sf+l = ma.x s~+i. 
j } 

Then by (3.36) and the fact that S~+l = Sf+l we have 

(3.51) 



where again 

Thus 

Similarly, if 

then 

5n+1 = max s~+i 
J-1 ; J ' 

5n+1 < sn+i 
J-1 - J-1 · 

Thus, by (3.51)-(3.53), and (3.50) we obtain 

max s~+i < max s~. 
j J - j J 

Furthermore, by a similar argument, we find that 

min s~+i > min s~. 
j J - j J 
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(3.52) 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

Next, assume (2.45) holds. Then (3.54) and (3.55) hold if s5+1 is the maximum or 

minimum of sn+l for some 1 $ j 5 J - 2. Moreover, we have that Sj::: satisfies 

+ - (sn+l sn+l) - sn 
(1 J-1 J-1 - J-2 - J-1, 

where 
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Thus, 

where S E (min(Sj!L S:J_2,d, max(Sj'!::, S:J_2,L)), and where h;(s) is again defined by 

(3.14). Suppose Sj'!:: = maxs;+i, then 

• +1 • 
(1 + hi-1(S))Sj_1 < Sj_1 + hi-1(S)Si-2,L 

~ (l+hi-1(5)) ~ax S'J, 
1s,~i-1 

where we have used (3.20). Thus, we have 

5n+1 < max s~. 
J-l - t< "<J-1 J _,_ 

Similarly if 5n+1 =min· s~+i then ' J-1 , , ' 

sn+l > min s~. 
J-l - 1< "<J-1 J _,_ 

Thus, (3.54) and (3.55) hold, and the lemma follow.s by induction on n. 

3.3 Mixed boundary condition 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 

We conclude this chapter by demonstrating discrete maximum principles for the GMM 

approximation to s satisfying (2.1)-(2.2), (2.5), and either (2.6) or (2.7). 

The results of this section are given in the following lemmas. We prove the first lemma, 

Lemma 3.4. The proof of the second lemma is obtained trivially by combining elements of 

the proofs of the Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.3. 

Lemma 3.4 Let 0:1,j, j = 2, .. . ,J -1 satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma (3.1). Let S be the 

GMM approximation to s satisfying (2.1)-(2.2), (2.5}, with a Dirichlet boundary condition 



at x = 1, i.e. (2.6}. Let .6.tn satisfy 

where 

and 

.6.tn 1 
~ sup f'(s) $ 

1 91 , 
~x sn + 2 

.6.x = mjn .6.x;, 
J 

a, ·.6.x · 
a,= max '' ', 

2s;si-1 .6.x;-½ 

,sn = [min(mjnSf, inf go(t),gi),max(mµSf ,supgo(t),gi)]. 
J [O,T] J [O,T] 

Then S satisfies (3.1). 
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(3.58) 

Lemma 3.5 Let 01,;, j = 2, ... , J - 2, .6.x, and a, be given as above. Let .6.tn satisfy 

.6.tn 1 
~supf'(s) $ 

1 91 , 
~x sn + 2 

(3.59) 

where 

sn = [min(mjn s;, inf 9o(t)), max(mµ s;, sup 9o(t))]. 
J [O,T] J [O,T] 

Let S be the GMM approximation to s satisfying (2.1)-(2.2), (2.5}, and (2. 7). Then S 

satisfies (3.4). 

Proof (Lemma 3.4). For 2 $ j $ J - 1, previous arguments given in the proof of 

Lemma 3.1 can be used to show 

min Sf!- < Sf!-+1 < max Sf!-, 
1$j$J-1 J - J - 1$j$J-1 J 

and if 

S!:1-+1 = max 5,:i+l 
, ; 1 
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for some 2 $ j $ J - 1, then 

(3.60) 

Moreover, if 

S!'+l = min s~+i 
J j J 

for some 2 $ j $ J - 1, then 

(3.61) 

For j = 1, we have by (2.22) and (2.46)-(2.47), 

Sn ~tn [ ( n) 1 rtn+l ] = t - 3ri / S1 - '3'F Jtn f(go(t))dt. 

Thus, if Sf+l > s;+i, then 

1 tn+l 

= Sf - Axi 1" [/(Sf) - J(go(t))]dt 
1 tn+l 

= Sf - ~ 1 J'({(t))(Sf- go(t))dt 
L.J.X1 tn 

( 
1 tn+l ) 1 tn+l 

= 1 - ~ 1 J'({(t))dt Si+~ f J'({(t))g0(t)dt, 
L.J.X} tn L.J.X} }tn 

where e(t) is some point between Si and go(t). Hence, 

A 1 rn+l J'({(t))dt $ 
L.J.Xl ltn 

$ 1, 
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by (3.58). Moreover, by the monotonocity assumption on/, i.e./'~ 0, we have 

tn+l / 1 !'({(t))dt ~ 0 . 
.u.X1 t" 

Thus 

1 tn+l 1 tn+l 

< (1 - ~ 1 /'({(t))dt)Si + ~ 1 J'({(t))go(t)dt 
.u.X1 t" .u.X1 t" 

< max(Si, sup Uo(t)). 
[t" ,tn+l] 

(3.62) 

Similarly, if sr+i < s2+1, then 

sr+i > min(Sf, inf Uo(t)). 
[t",tn+lj 

(3.63) 

Thus, by (3.60)-(3.63), 

The lemma now follows by induction on n. 



Chapter 4 

Error Estimates 

In this chapter we prove the major results of this thesis. Here we derive error estimates 

in discrete L 00 (L 2 ) and L00 (L1 ) norms for the scheme applied to (2.1), {2.2) with various 

combinations of the boundary conditions (2.3)-(2. 7). 

In Sections 4.1-4.3, we derive estimates for the problem (2.1), (2.2) with Dirichlet bound

ary conditions (2.3), (2.6). L00(L 2 ) estimates are given in Section 4.1, and an L 00(L1 ) esti

mate is given in Section 4.2. Moreover, in Section 4.3 we derive a result for this problem for 

the modification to the algorithm whereby one takes several advection steps per dispersion 

step. 

In Section 4.4, we derive L00 (L 1 ) results for the problem (2.1)-(2.2) with a Dirichlet 

boundary condition at x = 0 and a Neumann boundary condition at x = 1. In Section 4.5, 

we derive L 00(L2) results for the problem (2.1)-(2.2) with a mixed boundary condition at 

x = 0 and a Dirichlet boundary condition at x = 1. 

We claim that the above results can be extended to nonuniform spatial grid and to 

general, positive a= a(x, t, s ). To demonstrate the former claim, in Section 4.6 we rederive 

the estimates of Section 4.1 for the case of quasi-uniform spatial grid. 
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In Section 4. 7, we conclude this chapter by deriving an L00 (L1 ) estimate for a first

order Godunov-mixed method applied to the nonlinear equation (2.56) with initial condition 

(2.57) and Dirichlet boundary conditions. 

Truncation error analyses for the above problems are described in the Appendices A, B, 

and C. 

Throughout this chapter, Ax = max; Ax;, At = maxn Atn, and C represents a generic 

constant, independent of Ax and At. Furthermore, the notation 

C = C(</>) 

means C is a constant which depends on q,. 

4.1 L 00(L2) estimate-Dirichlet problem 

In this section we derive a discrete L 00 (L 2 ) error estimate for the scheme presented in 

Section 2.1. We assume Dirichlet boundary conditions hold at both x = 0 and x = 1. 

The main result of this section can be stated as follows. When s satisfying (2.1)-(2.3) and 

(2.6), the coefficients, and initial and boundary data are sufficiently smooth, f' ~ 0, and 

a(x, t) ~ a. > O. then tl1e Godu11•5-n,ixed method (G;1evI) approxirr1ation S to s satisfies 

lls - SIILoo(L2) = O(Ax + At). (4.1) 

Here sJ = s( x;, tn ), and Atn is chosen to satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1 if Slf,L = 
n+l n+½ 

g0 
2 or the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2 if Slf,L = 98. Assume for the moment that SlJ,L = g0 • 

We will remark at the end of this section about the changes in the estimate when the latter 

choice is made. In this section, we also assume the spatial mesh is uniform. 

Let s satisfy (2.1 )-(2.3), (2.6). Integrating (2.1) over B; x [tn, tn+l ), we find that, for 



j = 1, .. . ,J - 1, 

+ f(s1,d - f(s'J-1,L) 
ax-J 

1 [ s~+I - s~+I __ an+l J+l J 

ax i+½ ax - a~+I 3 J-l = E~. sn+I - s~+ll 
J-½ ax J 

Here Ef represents truncation error, and 

where 

and 

In ( 4.2)-( 4.6), for n = 0, ... , N*, 

s'J=s(x;,tn), j=l, ... ,J-1; 
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(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

and, as in Chapter 2, we define extensions s8 and s) of sn to the intervals [-ax, O] and 

[l, 1 + ax], respectively, which incorporate boundary data. These extensions are given by 

Moreover, we define 

n n+½ 
so,L = 9o , 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 



and 

s~L = s~ + ~x(l-h(s~))6s~ j = 1, ... ,J-1, 
J, J 2 J J' 

where 

~tn 
h(s) = ~x J'(s), 

s~ - s~ 
£ ~ = 1+1 J-1 . 2 J 2 
vs, 2~x ' J = ' ... ' - ' 

t5 n _ s~ + 3s~ - 4g;J 
s1 - 3~x ' 

and 

4 n 3 n n t5 n _ 91 - SJ-1 - SJ-2 
SJ-1 - 3~X 

Multiplying (4.2) by an arbitrary constant w,~x, and summing on j we obtain 
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(4.11) 

( 4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

( 4.16) 

Moreover, multiplying (2.22) by w;~x and summing on j, we find that the GMM 

approximation S satisfies 

Let 

tn _ 8n sn 
... ; - j - j ' 

,n - n sn .._-L- 8 ·L- ·L· J, J, J, 

Then, subtracting (4.17) from (4.16) we obtain 

( 4.17) 

( 4.18) 
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Note that by {4.10), (4.8)-(4.9), and (2.36)-(2.38), we have 

{o,L = 0, ( 4.19) 

and the extensions {~+I and fj+I of en+I satisfy 

( 4.20) 

and 

tn+l _ tn+l _ 0 N* 1 
"-J - -._J-1, n - ' ... , - . (4.21) 

The procedure we follow to derive our estimate is based on an idea given in Rose (34). 

In this procedure, one sums by parts to place the discrete differences on the test function 

w. One then substitutes for w a time-dependent test function which we denote by zn. 

Summing by parts gives rise to an adjoint linear parabolic problem which zn is chosen to 

satisfy, with boundary conditions determined by the boundary conditions of the original 

problem, and initial condition determined by the type of estimate one wants to derive; e.g., 

Thus, consider ((f(s2) - J(Sf))x, w). By summing by parts and using (4.19) we ha\'e 

J-1 

((f(s'J,) - f(S'lJ)z, w) = L,(f(s'1,L) - f(S7,L))zw,Ax 

Thus we obtain 

j=l 

J-1 

= - L,(f(sJ,L) - f(S7,L))w,,:rAX 
j=l 

+ (f(si-1,L) - f(Sj_1,d)w1 

J-2 
= - L,(J(s1,L) - J(S7,L))w,,:rax 

j=l 



((f(si,) - f(Sf))rt, w) = -((f(si,) - /(Sf)), KWz} 

+(f(si-1,L - f(Si-1,d)(wJ + WJ-1)/2 

where 

with Kj and A"J defined by 

l'i.j = { '.' 
2' 

and for j = O, ... , J - 1, 

for j = 1, . .. ,J-2, 

for j = J - 1, 

A)'= { 0, 

(J(s~L) - f(S~L))/{~L J, J, J, ' 

otherwise. 
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( 4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

Recalling from Section 1.2 the definition of ( a'J+l eit )£ and summing by parts twice we 

find that 

(4.26) 

where 

( 4.27) 

by (4.20) and (4.21). 

Let w = zn E M~ 1 ( <5z ), where zn will be defined shortly. Then, substituting ( 4.22) 

and ( 4.26) into ( 4.18) we obtain 
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where 

(4.28) 

Multiplying above by atn and summing on n, n = 0, 1, ... , N, where N < N* is 

arbitrary, and summing by parts on n we obtain 

N-1 

(eN' zN) = I: (en+I' zf+I + (an+I z;)~)~tn 
n=O 

N-1 

+ L (!2 ' KAn z;)~tn 
n=O 
N-1 N-1 

+ L (En' zn)atn + L Bn(zn)atn 
n=O n=O 

(4.29) 

Choice of zn. We choose zn to be the block-centered finite difference (i.e. lowest

order mixed method with trapezoidal rule) approximation to z(x, in), where z satisfies the 

"backward" parabolic equation 

az a (- az) N at + ax a(x, t) {)x = 0, (x, t) E J X (0, t ), 

XE B;, 

z(O, t) = z(l, t) = 0, 

Thus, from Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we know that zn satisfies for n = O, ... , N - 1, 

zf = ef, i = 1, ... ,J-1, 

and the extensions Z0 and Z'j are given by 

Zn zn zn - zn 
0 = - 1 , J - - J-1 · 

(4.30) 

( 4.31) 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 
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We now derive bounds energy-type bounds for Z which we will utilize in the estimates 

of 11 - [5. These bounds are given in the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.1 Let Z satisfy {,l.33)-(,1.35). Let O < a. $ a(x, t). Then 

(4.36) 

and 

(4.37) 

Proof. L t Y n _ zN -n · _ l J l -n _ - N-n d At" _ AtN-n Th y e j - j , J - , ... , - , a - a , an L.J. - L.J,, • en 

satisfies 

Yo_ cN 
j - .. , ' 

Y0" = -Yt, Yj = -Yj_1 • 

j = 1, ... , J - 1, 

( 4.38) 

(4.39) 

( 4.40) 

Let v = yn+I in ( 4.38). Then summing the second term in ( 4.38) by parts, utilizing 

(4.40) and applying the inequality b(b- c) ~ ½(b2 - c2 ) to the first term we obtain 

(4.41) 

Multiplying (4.41) by £t"+l and summing on n, n = O,l, ... ,M-1, where M ~ N is 

arbritrary, we obtain 

M-1 

IIYMll2 + ~)- L (IIY:+1112 + 11y_;+111) £t"+l $ IIY0 11 2
• 

- r.=0 

The lemma now follows by recalling the definition of Y,". 
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Returning to ( 4.29), we see that by ( 4.33)-( 4.35), ( 4.23), ( 4.27), and ( 4.28), 11 = 14 = O, 

and 

(4.42) 

Estimate of / 2. Consider 

N-1 

/2 = L (e2' 11:An z;)atn 
n=O 

~ ll11:AI IL00(L00 ) lleLIIL2(0,N-1; L2) IIZ~I IL2(0,N-l; L2) 

CIIAlli00 cL00 ) 2 1 N 2 
< a. lleLIIL2(0,N-l; L2) + all! II (4.43) 

where we have applied the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (4.37) of Lemma 4.1, and the well

known inequality 

ab < :.a2 + ..!_b2 
- 2 2€ ' € > O. (4.44) 

Here we have chosen € = 1/4. 

We now estimate ll!LIIP(o,N-l; L2)· Recall 

f.'J.L = s"!-L - S"!-L J, J, 

= e'J + ~x (1- h(s'J))6s'J - ~x (1- h(S'J))6S'J. ( 4.45) 

By the slope-limiting procedure (2.25), (2.28), and (2.32) there exist w'j with O ~ w'j ~ 1 

such that 

lS'J = w'jcS'], ( 4.46) 

where cS'j is given by (2.24), (2.29), or (2.33). Hence 

6sf!, - cs": = w~(6s"!- - cs~)+ (1 - w,·)6s"!-
J J J J J J 

so that 

Axl6s'J - cS'JI ~ Axw']lcs'J - cS'JI + Ax(l - wf)lcs'JI· (4.47) 
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Furthermore, by (4.13)-(4.15) and (2.24), (2.29), and (2.33) we have 

l{f+1I + lef-11, for i = 2, .. . ,J-2, 

Axl6s~ - 6S~I < 
1 1 - 1er1 + 1e~1, for j = 1, ( 4.48) 

lfJ-11 + l{j_2I, for i = J - 1. 

Thus, by (4.45)-(4.48), and recalling that by (4.20) and (4.21), 1{81 = 1{11 and l{jl = 

l{j_1 I, we see that for all j = 1, ... ,J-1, 

l!i,LI $ l!JI + ~x 11 - h(S.f )1 l6s'J - l"s;1 + ~x lh(S]) - h(s'J)I l6s'JI 

s eel er I+ leJ+i I+ leJ-1!) 
+CAx (j1 -wJI + jh(s'J) - h(SY)I) j6s'JI. (4.49) 

Squaring both sides in (4.49), applying (4.44) with r = 1, multiplying by AxAt", and 

summing on j and n we obtain 

Assumings and the initial condition s0 are sufficiently smooth (e.g., t and ";; exist 

and are bounded), we have 

(4.51) 

Also, by maximum principles for s and the time-step restrictions given in Lemma 3.1., 

= Atn jf'(s~) - f'(S1!-)1 
Ax ' ' 

(4.52) 

Furthermore, by the definition of AJ, i.e. ( 4.25), and the Mean Value Theorem, AJ = 

f'(('j), where ('J is a point between s'J,L and S'J.L· By maximum principles for sand S, we 
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have that ('j is contained in a compact subset of~ for all j and n, and this set is independent 

of ~x and ~t. Thus since f E C1(~), AJ is bounded; i.e., 

( 4.53) 

Hence, by (4.43), (4.50), and (4.51)-(4.53), we have 

(4.54) 

where 

(4.55) 

Remark 3.1. For/' Lipschitz continuous, we can refine our argument above somewhat; 

i.e., we have 

lh(sJ) - h(Sf)I = !t: IJ'(sJ) - J'(SJ)I ~ C(Lf') j!;j , 

where L 1, is a Lipschitz constant for /'. Thus, 

and 

Hence 

where 

(4.57) 
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Hence, if the problem is sufficiently dispersive so that one can set ls; = 6S'] for all j and 

n; i.e. w'] = 1, then the O(~z2 ) term above disappears. Numerical testing [15] indicates 

that when a. is sufficiently large, slope-limiting is not necessary to preserve stability. Thus, 

in these situations the dominant error is the truncation error. However, the question of when 

to turn the slope-limiter on and when to turn it off has not been answered theoretically. 

Remark 3.2. Assume/' is Lipschitz continuous and the slope-limiting parameter 01,; = 

1. As we will see in the appendix, without changing our global truncation error estimate 

we could modify our definition of s'J.L by setting 

n n ~Z( h( n))E' n s · L = s · + - 1 - s · us· ,. , 2 , , ' 

where 

"f rsn - sn 1 u j - j,3;, 

ls'J = s;,:t, if lS'J = S'J,1t, 

6s'J, if {S'J = 0 or {S'J = 6S'J. 

Now one can argue heuristically that the number of times {S'J is set to zero when 

as(axt") =/: O is bounded for each n, and furthermore this bound, which we will call L*, 

is independent of ~z and ~t. In other words, we argue that, except in regions where S 

and s are constant, S has at most a fixed, finite number of local maxima and/or minima 

independent of the mesh spacing. Under this assumption, 

and 

N-1 

ll{LIIL2(0,N-l; £2) ~ Cll{IIL2(0,N-l; £2) + C~z
2 I: I: l6s'Jl

2 

~z~tn' 
n=O jE:l" 
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where 

.7n = {i I l:S'J = o} . 

Since the cardinality of .7n is bounded by L* < oo for each n independent of .6.z and .6.t, 

we have 

Hence 

(4.58) 

where 

(4.59) 

Estimate of [3. Next, consider 

N-1 

[3 = L (En ' zn).6.tn 
n=O 
N-1 N-1 

= L (E!j,' zn).6.tn + L ((EA)x' zn).6.tn 
n=O n=O 

N-1 

+ L ((E.oh' zn)~tn 
n=O 

_ I~ + If + I;', ( 4.60) 

where ET, EA, and Ev are given by (4.4)-(4.6). 

Consider the first term above. By Cauchy-Schwarz, ( 4.36) and ( 4.44) we have 

N-1 
I~ = L (El}' zn}.6.tn 

n=O 

< CIIET11h(L2) + 214 ll{Nll2. ( 4.61) 



Next, recall 

where 

I " -3 -

N-1 

L ((E~.Dr' zn)Atn 
n=O 

= E1 f [(f(s'J,L) - A~n l~n+i /(s(z;+½' t))dt) Z'J] AzAtn 
n=O J=l t r 

= ~ [~ (f(•i,L) - f(s(z;+½, t•+½))), ZJ' dz] ll.t" 

+ ~ [~ (f(s(z i+½•t•+½)) - avg1,•,t•<-']i(•(z;+½• t))) • ZJ' dz] ll.t" 

N-1 

- L ((EA nh' zn}Lltn + ((E~th' zn}Atn, 
n=O 

64 

(4.62) 

(4.63) 

Summing by parts, and using the identities Z:J = -Z:J_1 , and s0,L = g;+½ =st½, we 

have 

N-1 N-1 
L ((EA n)r' zn}Atn = - L (EA n , 1tZ;}Atn 
n=O n=O 

CI ' 2 1 N112 :$ a. IEAIIL,(£2) + 48 11{ , (4.64) 

by Cauchy-Schwarz, ( 4.37), and ( 4.44). 

Summing by parts again, and using the identities Z:J = -ZJ_1 , and Z[; = -Zf we 

obtain 
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(4.65) 

Thus, combining ( 4.62), ( 4.64 )-( 4.65) we have 

Now consider If'. We have 

N-1 

If' = L ((Ev)z, zn)Atn 
n=O 

N-1 [J-1 ( f) l = L ~ a;:is1.!
1

-avg[tn,tn+1](aa:)(x;+½•t)) ZJAx Atn 
n=O J=l z 

= -~ i:1 [i: (a;:tsJ,11 
- avg[tn,tn+11(a!:)(xi+½'t)) Z7.xAx] Atn 

n=O J=l 

-½}; [~ ( •J~½ sj' - avg1,•,,•+>1( • :: )( z ;-½, t)) Z)',.az] at" 

l N-1 

- -2 L [(EvR' z;) + (EijL' z;)] Atn (4.67) 
n=O 

by summation by parts. Thus 

by Cauchy-Schwarz, (4.37) and (4.44). 

Combining (4.61), (4.66), and (4.68) with (4.60), we obtain 

/3 ~ c [IIE~llh,£2) + IIEARlli2cL2> + IIEALllhcL2> a. 

+ IIEvLllh,£2) + IIEvRllh(£2)] + CIIETlli2cv) + ~11eN11 2 

(4.68) 

- (C3)2(T E)2 + ~ll~Nll2, (4.69) 

where 

(4.70) 
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Estimate of 15 • Finally, recall 

By Taylor expansion with integral remainder, we have 

lf;I = lsJ- avgB;s
0(x)I 

< 
! d2s0 

Ctu II dx2 ll.c2(B,)· 

Thus 

/5 $ Cll{0 11 2 + !11eNll2 

8 

$ (Cs)2Ax4 + ill{Nll2
, (4.71) 

where 

Cs = C(lls0 ll112(1))• (4.72) 

Combining (4.54), (4.69), and (4.71) with (4.42) and hiding the 111eN112 terms on the 

left, we have 

By applying a discrete version of Gronwall's Lemma (27] we complete the proof of the 

following theorem. 

Theorem 4.1 Let S be the GMM approximation to s satisfying (2.1}-(2.3}, (2.6} as given 

in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. Assume f, a, s, s0 , go and 91 satisfy the following: 

(i) f E C1
(~), /' ~ 0, 

(ii) a(x, t) ~ a. > 0, 
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(iii) ~ and~ ezist and are bounded in QT, 

(v) go, 91 E C1(0, T). 

Assume uniform spatial mesh and assume ~t" is chosen according to Lemma 3.1. Then 

(4.74) 

where TE is the truncation error given by (,1.69}, and 

Ce= C(v'e<02 >2,C3,C5). (4.75) 

Recall from Remark 3.1 and the estimate of / 2 that if f' is Lipschitz continuous, and if 

lS'J = 6S'] for every j and n, then the O(~x) term disappears in (4.54). Thus, instead of 

(4.73) we have 

Hence we obtain the following. 

Theorem 4.2 Let the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 hold. Assume f' is Lipschitz continuous 

and the limited slope 6°51 = 6S'J for every j and n. Then 

(4.76) 

where 

Ce = C( ../ e<0n2
, Ca, C5). (4.77) 
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If the assumptions given in Remark 3.2 hold, then, instead of (4.73) we have 

Hence we obtain the following. 

Theorem 4.3 Let the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 hold. Assume f' is Lipschitz continuous, 

0:1,j = 1, and the limited slope 6S'J = o for only a finite number of i's where a.<8~t") ¥ o, 

and furthermore this number is bounded for all n independent of ~x and ~t. Then 

(4.78) 

where 

(4.79) 

In Appendix A of the thesis, we derive a bound for TE. We now summarize the result. 

Theorem 4.4 Let TE be the truncation error given by (4.69). Let f, a, s0
, go, 91, ands 

satisfy the following smoothness assumptions. 

(i) f E C2(R), 

(ii) at E C1(QT), 

(iii) s0 E C2(J) n H3(J), 

(iv) go, 91 E C2(0, T), 

(v) s and all first and second partials of s with respect to x and t exist everywhere in QT 

and are bounded, 8~~at and~ exist and are in .C2(0, T; C'°(I)) and .C00 (0, T; .C2(I)), 

respectively. 
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Assume Atn = O(Ax). Then 

TE$ CrE(Axf + At), ( 4.80) 

where 

( 4.81) 

with Cr, CA, CAR• CAL, CnR, and CnL constants given by (A.10}, (A.27}, (A.28}, (A.91), 

(A.97), and (A.43), respectively. 

Note that, since we only obtain a O(Ax + At) estimate for the error anyway, we could 

have reduced our smoothness assumptions on sand obtained a O(Ax+At) truncation error 

estimate. To obtain this result we need only assumes E W~(Qr). 

The Corollaries below follow immediately from Theorems 4.1-4.4. 

Corollary 4.1 Let the hypotheses of Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 hold. Then 

lls - SIILCC>(£2) $ C(Ce, CrE)(Ax + At). (4.82) 

Corollary 4.2 Let the hypotheses of Theorems 4-2 and 4.4 hold. Then 

{4.83) 

Corollary 4.3 Let the hypotheses of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 hold. Then 

(4.84) 
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Assume we enforce the left boundary condition (2.3) by setting Srf,L = grf instead of 

g;+½. Then, by defining So,L = gf: the only change in our argument above is the addition 

of a term involving J(g8) - f(g;+½) in TE. Since this term is O(At), the global estimate 

for TE given by (4.80) remains unchanged. Thus, we have the following result. 

Theorem 4,5 Let the hypotheses of Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 hold with the exception that Atn 

is chosen as in Lemma 9.2. Define Srf,L = g0 in the Godunov-mixed method. Then 

lls - SIILoo(£2)::; C(Ce,CTE)(Ax + At). (4.85) 

We also obtain estimates similar to those given in Corollaries 4.2 and 4.3 for this case 

when the proper assumptions on the slope-limiting terms are made. 

Finally, we remark that the above estimates are easily extendable to positive a = 

a( x, t, s ). For this case we modify the / 1 and /2 terms in ( 4.29) to be 

N-1 

/1 = L {en+l, zr+1 + (an+I(sn+I)z;)!:}Atn 
n=O 

and 

N-1 J-1 

J " "[&n An ( n+l (-n+l) n+l (sn+l )) n+11zn A Atn 
2 = .L..J ~ .. ;,L"-j ; - a;+½ s;+½ - a;+½ ;+½ s;,x ;,xL.J.XL.J. , 

n=O J=l 

where 

and 

5,:i+l + 5,:i+l 
Sn+l - J J+l 

;+½ - 2 
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Moreover, we have an additional truncation error term involving 

Assuming a is Lipschitz in s, we have that the above term is O(ax2), and we also obtain 

The remaining truncation error and initial error estimates are essentially unchanged. Thus, 

we have 

and a O(Ax + At) L2 estimate again follows by applying the discrete Gronwall Lemma. 

4.2 L 00(L 1
) estimate-Dirichlet problem 

By modifying the argument given in Section 4.1, one can obtain an L 00 
( L1) error estimate 

for the Dirichlet problem. While this estimate does· not give a better rate of convergence, 

it does give a better constant. Here C depends on a;2 instead of ea:
1 

as given in Theorem 

4.1, where a. is again the lower bound on a(x, t). Specifically, in this section we show 

C 
IIS - s11Loo(£1) $ 2 (ax+ at) . 

a. 

Thus, if the coefficients and boundary and initial data of the problem are such that s remains 

smooth as a. -+ 0, we may allow a. -+ 0 as Ax<, where O $ £ < ½-

In this estimate, we need the time-step to be quasi-uniform, in particular, we must have 

(4.86) 
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One way of ensuring that ( 4.86) holds is to make one of the following choices. Either 

So,L = g;+½ and 01,1 = 0, or So,L = g:J. Under either of these choices, we are assured by 

Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that Atn can be chosen to be proportional to Ax; i.e. 

where en is bounded below and above for all n independent of Ax. 

Recall from Section 4.1, that the error { = s - S satisfies 

N-1 
(eN ' zN) = L (en+I ' zr+l + ( an+l z;).)Atn 

n=O 
N-1 

+ L (e2' KAn z;)Atn 
n:0 
N-1 N-1 

+ L (En' zn)Atn + L Bn(zn)Atn 
n=O n=O 

(4.87) 

where An is given by (4.25), K by (4.24), Bn by (4.28), En by (4.3), and zn E M~1(8.r) 

remains to be chosen. 

Also, recall 

f].L = {'J + ~x (1 - h(s'J))8s'J - ~x (1 - h(S'J))8S'J 

_ {'J + Ax(,(sJ) - i(SJ)). 

Thus, substituting ( 4.88) into ( 4.87) and manipulating we find that 

N-1 
(eN' zN) = L (C+l' zr+t + KAnz; + (an+tz;)~)Atn 

n=O 
N-1 

+ L ({n - en+l + Ax(,(sn) - -y(Sn))' KAn z;)Atn 
n=O 
N-1 N-1 

+ L (En' zn)Atn + L Bn(zn)Atn 
n=O n=O 

( 4.88) 

(4.89) 
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Choice of zn. In this case we choose Z to be an implicit upwinding-mixed method 

approximation to z(x, t) satisfying 

oz oz {} - oz 
ot + p(x, t) ox+ ox (a(x, t) 

0
) = 0, (x, t) E J X [0, tN), 

XE B;, 

z(O, t) = z(l, t) = 0, 

( 4.90) 

( 4.91) 

( 4.92) 

where p is a function satisfying p(x;+½, t") = 1t;AJ, j = 1, ... , J - 1, and ii(x, t) satisfies 

ii(x, t) = a(x, t + .6.t"), in $ t < tn+l. 

Hence Z satisfies 

zf = sgn ef, j = 1, ... ,J-1, 

Z0 = -Zi, ZJ = -ZJ_1 , n = 0, .. . ,N. 

We now have two lemmas concerning Z. 

Lemma 4.2 Let Z satisfy (4.93)-(4,95), then 

(4.93) 

(4.94) 

(4.95) 

( 4.96) 

Proof. As we did in the proof of Lemma 4.1, let yn = Z N-n, an = a.V -n, £tn = !:ltN-n, 

and let ..4n = KAN-n. Then Y satisfies 

(vn+l _ A-n+Iyn+l _ (a-n+Iyn+l)-, v} = 0, v E Mo (6 ) 
.l t z: £ :. -1 :t: ' 

Yo_ tN · 1 J 1 ; - sgn '-i , J = , ... , - , 

y
0
n = -Y1n, Yj = -Yj_1 , n = O, ... ,N. 

(4.97) 

{4.98) 

(4.99) 
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Choosing v = 1 on B; and 0 elsewhere we have, for j = 1, ... , J - 1, 

yn+t - ,4~+1y~+1 - (a~+ty.n+l)- = 0. 
J,t J J,X J+½ J,X X 

/3 . _ -n+l .:itn+t -n+l .:itn+l 
Let , - A; ~' <1; = ai+½ ~' then /3; ~ 0, <1; > 0, and 

Assume 

IY.n+l I = max IY~+l I 
J ISiSJ-1 J ' 

for some 1 :5 j :5 J - 1. Then, since IY0"+1 I = IYi"+l I and IYj+l I = IYji/ I by ( 4.99), 

ly.n+I I = max IY~+I I 
' os;sJ ' ' 

and 

= IY;"I· 

Here we have used the elementary inequality llal - lbl - lcll :5 la - b - cl. 

Thus 

The lemma now follows by applying induction on n and using ( 4.98). 

Lemma 4.3 Let Z satisfy (4,93)-(4,95), then 

(4.100) 

where C2,3 is a bound for IIAll£00(£00), see (4.53}. 
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Proof. Let yn, .Jn, an, and At71 be defined as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. Let v = yn+l 

in (4.97). Then summing by parts, using (4.99), and applying the inequality b(b - c) ~ 

½(b2 
- c2 ) we have 

where we have used Lemma 4.2. Hiding the 9t'IIY,:+1 11 2 term, multiplying above by Atn+l 

and summing on n we obtain 

M-1 

IIYMll2 + ~· L (IIY.z:'1+1 112 + 11Yxn+lll2) Atn+l ~ 
n=O 

l1Yo112 + cc~.a 
a. 

~ IIYOll1oc + CC2,3 
a. 

cc2 

:f ~ + 1 
a. 

where M ~ N is arbitrary. Recalling the definition of yn, the proof is complete. 

Returning now to ( 4.89), we have, by ( 4.93)-( 4.95), _ 

(4.101) 

Before estimating /2, we derive crude bounds for ll{f+l IIL2(.L2), l1{rl1L2(L2), and l1{xl1L2(L2)· 

These bounds are summarized in the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.4 Let the regularity assumptions on s and the data given in Theorem 4.4 hold. 

Assume O < a. ~ a( x, t) ~ a*, a is Lipschitz with respect to t with Lipschitz constant Lt, 

and assume (,1.86} holds. Then 

( 4.102) 
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and 

( 4.103) 

where 

(4.104) 

and 

(4.105) 

with GTE given in Theorem 4.4. 

Proof. Recall that for w E M~ 1(6.r), the error { satisfies 

(4.106) 

and 

{o,L = 0, 

cn+l _ _ cn+l 
'aJ - 'aJ-1. 

Let w = en+i above, then summing by parts and using the inequality b(b-c) ~ ½(b2 -c2 ) 

we have 

11en+1~:;n11en112 + ~- (11c+1112 + 11e;+1112) 

5 - {(/(s'l,) - f(S£))~, {n+l) +{En' {n+l). ( 4.107) 

Summing by parts as in ( 4.22) we find 

-((f(s'],) - f(SiJ)z, C+l) = (1.Ane2, C+l) 

< c~!'3 ll{211l00 + ~ 11{;+1112
- (4.108) 
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By Lemma 3.1, (3.20)-(3.21), (2.49), (4.10)-(4.11), (4.13)-(4.15), and maximum princi-

ples for s, we have 

leiLI < l51LI + 1s7.LI 

:5 11sn1IL00 + llsnllLoo + Ct),.x 16s71 

:5 C (11s011.coo(/) + lluoll.coo(o,T) + llu1ll.c00 (0,T)) 

- Coo. (4.109) 

Thus, by ( 4.108) and ( 4.109), 

(4.110) 

Next, recall from Theorem 4.4 that the truncation error term TE given by ( 4.69) satisfies 

Also, recall from ( 4.3) that 

where Er, E.4 , and ED are given by (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6), respectively. Hence for any 

M :5 N* we have 

M 

I:<En' en+1)1),.tn < IIEIIL1(0,M;L1)ll{IIL00 (L00) 
n=O 

:5 CoollEIIL2(L2) 

< Coo (IIETIIL2(L2) + ll(EA)zllL2(L2) + ll(ED)fllL2(L2)) 

:5 ~: IIT El IL2(L2) 

(4.111) 
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since At= O(Ax). 

Applying (4.110) in (4.107), hiding the 7 11e;+i112 term on the left, multiplying by Atn, 

summing on n, and applying (4.111) we obtain 

M-1 

11eM112 + a. L [11e;+111 2 + 11e;+i112
) Atn 

n=O 

cc2 c2 

~ 2
'
3 00 +CE+ 11e0 11 2

• a. 
(4.112) 

By the quasi-uniformity assumption on Atn, (4.86), we have 

M-1 

E [11e;+i11 2 +11e;+1 11 2
) Atn = 

n=O 
Y:1 

[11e;+1 11 2 + lle;+ill 2
] A~::1 Atn+l 

n=O 

> C [ll{rllL2(1,M;L2) + ll{.rllL2(1,M;L2)] · 

Furthermore, by the regularity of s0 and the compatability between s0 and 90 and 91 , we 

have 

Thus from (4.112) we obtain 

Since Mis arbitrary, this proves (4.102). 

To derive ( 4.103), let w = ef+l in ( 4.106), then again summing by parts and using the 

inequality b(b- c) 2: ½(b2 - c2 ) we obtain 

11{~+1112 + ¼ [~ ( •m Ir;-.:• I'),~. + ~ ( •;::1 lr;-t' I'),~.] 
~ -((J(s'l,) - f(Si,))J:, ef+i) +(En, {f+1) 

1 [J-l 2 ] +4 ~[ai~½,t l{frl2 

+ ai~½,t l{fzl ]Ax 

~ Cll(J(sZ) - /(Si,)hll 2 + CIIEnll 2 + }11ef+ill2 

+C(Lt)(IICll2 + 11e;l12
). (4.113) 



Consider 

ll(f(sZ) - /(S2)hll2 :SC (11(f(sZ)hll2 + ll(f(S2))xl12). 

n+1 
Assume for the moment that si,L = g0 2 , then, 

f'(s'J) 
8j,L ~3!-1,L 

f'(s'j) (s'J,z + ½(1- h(s'j))6s'j 

-½(1- h(s'j_i))6s'j_1), j = 2, ... , J - 1, 
= 

( 
n+l 

f' ( si) ( si - 9o l ) I 6.x 

+½(1 - h(s7))6sf), j = 1, 
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(4.114) 

where s'j is some point between s'J.L and s'J-i,L· By the regularity assumptions on s and 

s0 , we have for j = 2, . .. , J - 1 and n ~ 0, 

j(f(s'J,L)hj :S CC2,3 (11!:llc00 (QT) + ll!~llc00(I)) 
:S C. 

Furthermore, by the regularity assumptions on s, s0 , and g0 , and the fact that 6.tn = 0( 6.x ), 

we have 

jU(s1,dh:j < ( as , ds
0 

) 
CC2,3 11 axllc""(QT) + ll9ollc00 (0,T) + II dx llc00 (1) 

:s C. 

Thus 

ll(f(s'.i)hll2 :s cc?., (II ;; Iii~ c q, > + llu~II }~<•,Tl + II~ Iii~<,>) 

- c;,.. (4.115) 

Next, consider 

f(S1L) - f(Sf-1,L) s~L - s~ 1 L 
= J'(S~) ,. ,- • 

6.x , ~x 
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J'( s; )( S'J.:t + ½( 1 - h( s; ))as'J 
1 - n - 2(1 - h(SJ-1))6S1_1 ), j = 2, ... , J - 1, 

= 
f'(Sr )((Sr - g;+½)/ Ax 

+½(1- h(srnas;), j = 1, 

where S'J is a point between S'J.L and S'J-i,L· For j = 2, ... , J - 1, and n ~ 1 we have by 

the slope-limiting procedure (2.25) and (2.33), 

(f(SJ.L)):t = J'(S'J)(SJ.!t + i:;t (1- h(SJ))Sf.tt 

- w~1 (1 - h(Sf-1))SJ,tt), 

where O $ wJ, wJ_1 $ 2 satisfy 

c-sn -n sn 
u i-1 = w,-1 i,:t· 

Thus 

For j = 1, we have 

(f(Si.Lll• = J'(Sj) ( Sj ~!;+½ + '"I (1- h(Sj))S;'.,) 

( 

n n+½ en -n ) = j'(Si) s1 - g~x - r,;1 + wd (1 - h(Sf))S2,:t 

= J'(Sn) 81 - 9o + _L.J._9o - 9o '"I - '"0 
( 

n n Atn n n+ ½ 1 en en 

1 Ax Ax Atn 2 Ax 

+ 'l (1- h(Sf))(s2,:t - !2,x)) , 

where in the third term above we used the fact that {;; = -{i. Thus 

(4.116) 

(4.117) 
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by the regularity assumption on sand go, and since Atn = O(Ax). Hence, by (4.116) and 

(4.117), for n ~ 1, 

(4.118) 

For n = 0, following the argument given above, we have, by the smoothness and consis

tency assumptions on s0 and g0 , 

ll(f(S2))zll 2 ~ CCl,3 (11 !: ll~oo(r) + llu~ll~oo(o,T)) ~ C · (4.119) 

The bounds (4.115) and (4.118)-(4.119) are valid for S8,L = g;+½. They are even easier 

to obtain when S'ff,L = g'{j. Thus, they hold in either case. 

Now multiplying (4.113) by Atn and summing on n we obtain 

M-1 

L ll{f+lll2Atn + a. (11{:1112 + ll{fll2
) 

n=O 
M-1 

~ C L (11(f(s2)).tll2 + ll(f(S2))zll2
) Atn + CIIEl1h(L2) 

n=O 

+ a* (11e~ll 2 + lle~ll2
) + C(Lt)_CllexllhcL:i) + llexll12cL2)) 

$ C(ll{zllhcL2) + ll{xllhcL2)) + c:s + CfE + CT Ea* Ax
2 

< Ce, 
- a~ 

by (4.114)-(4.115), (4.118)-(4.119), (4.111), and {4.102). Since M above is arbitrary, this 

proves ( 4.103). 

Estimate of / 2• With the above bounds, we can now estimate /2, Recall 

N-1 

/2 = L {{n - en+i + Ax (;(sn) - -r(Sn))' KAn z:)Atn 
n=O 

( 4.120) 



Consider the second term above. We have 

,(s']) - .:Y(SJ) = ~(1- h(s']))6s'J - ~(1- h(S1J))6S'J 

= ½wf(l - h(S7))(6s'J - 6S'J) 

+½ [(h(S1J) - l)w7 + (1 - h(s'J))] 6s'J, 
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( 4.121) 

where w'j is given by (4.46). By the definition of 6s'J, i.e. (4.13)-(4.15), and (2.24), (2.29), 

and (2.33), we have 

Thus, 

( 4.122) 

by ( 4.102), where C2,1 is given by ( 4.51). 

Hence, by ( 4.120), ( 4.122), ( 4.103), and Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, 

( 4.123) 

where 

(4.124) 

Estimate of / 3. For the estimate of /3, we can do one of two things. Recall 

N-1 

/3 = E (En' zn}~tn . 
n=O 

One approach is given in Section 4.1; by this approach we sum by parts to obtain 
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J3 ~ C [11EAIIL2(L2) + IIE1RIIL2(L2) + IIE1LIIL2(L2) a. 

+ IIEDLIIL2(L2) + IIEDRIIL2(L2)] + IIETIIL2(L2) 
N-1 

+c L IJ(so,L) - f(s;+ 1)1Atn 
n=O 

= a;1CTETE 

- C3TE, (4.125) 

where EA, E1L and E1R, EDL and EDR, and ET are given by (4.62), (4.65), (4.67), and 

(4.4), respectively. The term 

n+l. { 0, lf(so,L)-f(s½ 2 )1= 
O(At), 

'f sn n+½ 1 O,L = 9o , 

·r sn n 1 O,L = 9o· 

Thus the estimate of TE given in Theorem 4.4 is valid. 

The other approach is to apply Cauchy-Schwarz and Lemma 4.2 to obtain 

( 4.126) 

If a. = 0(1), both approaches result in a O(Ax½ + At) estimate for the truncation 

error assuming enough smoothness; however the estimate ( 4.125) requires one less degree 

of smoothness on s than (4.126). If a,. = O(AxE), where € > 0, we lose a Llx-E in (4.125) 

but we will lose a Ax-2( in the estimate of / 2 anyway, so the global convergence rate is 

unchanged. Thus, for these reasons and for simplicity, we choose the former approach over 

the latter. 

Estimate of 15 • Finally, consider 

( 4.127) 
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where 

( 4.128) 

Combining (4.123), (4.125), (4.127) with (4.101) we obtain 

( 4.129) 

Thus we have the following theorems. 

Theorem 4.6 Let the hypotheses of Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 hold. Assume (4,86} holds and 

a is Lipschitz in t. Then 

( 4.130) 

where 

(4.131) 

Thus lls - SIIL00(L1) = O(a;2(Ax + At)). 

Theorem 4. 7 Let the hypothesis of Theorem 4,6 hold. Assume a. = O(Ax~), where O :S 

£ < ½- For each sufficiently small Ax, let sa. be the solution to {2.1}-(2.9), (2.6} with 

a. =:; a(x, t). Assume sa. - s in .C1 (0, T; .C1(I)) as Ax - 0, where s satisfies an equation 

of the form (2.1) with a(x, t) ~ 0. Moreover, assume for each Ax that sa. satisfies the 

smoothness assumptions of Theorem 4.4. Then the GMM approximation, Sa. to sa. satisfies 

( 4.132) 

Furthermore, IISa. - sil.ci(o,T; £l(QT)) - 0 as Ax - 0. 



Proof. Estimate (4.132) follows immediately from (4.130) with a.= O(Ax'). Also 

IISa. - sll.ci(O,T; .C1(1)) = kT i ISa. - .,, dxdt 

N" J-1 rn+1 

= ~?;lt" fs,1s:.(x)-s(x,t)ldxdt 

N" J-1 

< EE Is:.,; - s:.,;1 AxAtn 
n=Oj=l 

N" J-1 

+ L ~ f. l(x - z;)6S'JI dx Atn 
n=OJ=l Js, 
N" J-1 t"+1 

+ L ~ [" f . Is:.,; - sa.(x, t)I dxdt 
n=O J=l jt' j B, 

+ C(Ax +At)+ Ilsa. - sll.ci(o,T; .Cl([))' 

since At = 0( Ax). Recalling from the proof of Lemma 4.4 that 

we have 

Hence 

lim IISa. - sll.c1(0 T· .Cl([)) = 0 . .o.r-o ' ' 

4.3 Many advection steps per dispersion step 
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We now extend the methods of Section 4.1 to derive a O(Ax+At) error estimate in L00(L 2 ) 

for the modification of the scheme given in Section 2.3 whereby one takes K advection steps 

per dispersion step, where K is bounded above independent of At. 
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We prove this result for the case wheres satisfies (2.1) and (2.2) with Dirichlet boundary 

conditions at x = 0 and x = 1. 

Assume the mesh is uniform, K is fixed, and At!•n satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 

3.1. Thus the dispersion time-step Atn is determined by 

K-1 

Atn = L At!•n . 
k=O 

Integrating (2.1) over B; x [tn,tn+I], multiplying by a constant w;Ax, and summing on 

j we obtain 

K-1 Atk,n 
(sf+I + L ,1.;n (f(s1'n))x - (an+Is;+l)!:, w) =(En, w), 

k=O 

we M~ 1(6z). 

In this case 

K-1 Atk,n 
E'J =Er,;+ L a:n (E!·.'.i)x + (Ei,,;)r' 

k=O 

where E!J,,J is given by (4.4), Ei,,; is given by (4.5), and 

1 t"+l,n 

E}~ = J(i·jJ - -L-1 f(s(x,·+1, t))dt. 
'' '' At;•n t"·" 2 

Here we are using the following notation; for n = 0, ... , N·, and k = 0, ... , J( - 1, 

where 

We define 

8~ -- s~,n 3· 1 J 1 , , , = , ... , - ' 

k-1 
tk,n = tn + L At~n. 

l=O 

n 2n n n_2n n so = 9o - 81 , 8 J - 91 - 8 J-1 • 

(4.133) 

(4.134) 

( 4.135) 

(4.136) 

( 4.137) 

( 4.138) 



Futhermore, 

kn k+½,n 
80:L = Uo , 

s~,n = s~,n + Ax ( 1 - h(s~'n)) cs~,n · 1 J 1 J,L , 
2 

, v , , J = , ... , - , 

where 

Atk,n 
h(s) = A~ J'(s) 

and 6sJ·n is given by ( 4.13)-( 4.15). 
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( 4.139) 

( 4.140) 

(4.141) 

Multiplying (2.55) by w;Ax and summing on j we have that the GMM approximation, 

S, to s satisfies 

Let 

and 

K-1 Atkn 
(Sf+l + E A;: (J(Si'n))z - (an+1s;+1)£, w) = 0, 

k=O 

ck,n _ k,n 5k,n 
,; - s; - ; ' 

w E M~1(6x)• 

k = O, ... ,K - 1, 

ck,n k,n 5k,n k O K 1 
,j,L = 8 j,L - j,L• = , ... , - · 

Then, subtracting (4.142) from (4.133) we obtain 

(ef+l + I:1 

~;:n (J(stn)- f(Si'n))~, w) 
k=O 

Let K be defined as in (4.24), and let 

{ 

(/(i•n) - J(S~'n))/t•n, A ~,n = J,L J,L J,L 
J 

0, 

if !~'Ln 'F 0, J, 

otherwise, 

(4.142) 

(4.143) 

(4.144) 



for j = 0, ... , J - 1. 

Summing by parts in ( 4.143), using the facts 

clc,n 0 
'-0,L = , 

eci = -ei, 

k = O, ... ,K-1, 

t:n _ t:n 
'-J - -,i-1, 

and letting w = zn E M~1 ('5.r), we obtain 

where 

K-1 t::,,.tlc n 
B n(zn) Bn (Zn) """' •' Alc,n clc,n (zn zn ) = D - L t::,,.tn KJ-1 J-1'-J-1,L J + J-1 , 

lc=O 

with Bv( zn) given by ( 4.27). 
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(4.145) 

(4.146) 

( 4.147) 

Now multiplying by ~tn above and summing on n, and summing by parts on n we 

obtain 

N-1 

(eN ' zN) = L (C+l ' z:+1 + ( an+I Z~)£)~tn 
n=O 

N-lK-1 

+ L L (e!·n' KAk,n z;)~t:·n 
n=O k=O 

N-1 N-1 
+ L (En' zn)~tn + L Bn(zn)~tn 

n=O n=O 

(4.148) 

We now choose zn exactly as it was chosen in Section 4.1; i.e., by (4.33)-(4.35). Thus 

11 = 14 = 0, Lemma 4.1 holds, and 

(4.149) 



Estimate of /2. Recall 

N-IK-1 

/2 = I: I: (KAk,nd,n, z;)Llt!·n 
n=O k=O 

by Cauchy-Schwarz and Lemma 4.1. Here C2,3 is a bound for AJ·". 
Now consider 

N-lK-1 N-lK-lJ-1 

I: I: 11€1'"11 2.!lt!•" = I: I: I: l€1:il 2 
LlxLlt!•n. 

n=O k=O n=O k=O j=l 
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( 4.150) 

Recalling (4.49), and assuming/' is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant Lf', we 

have 

h kn , fi w ere w3' sat1s es 

Thus 

where 

1eJ,:il $ C(l€7'nl + leJ:1 I+ leJ~1 I) 
+c Llx I 1 - wj'" I 16sJ·" I, 

[Sk,n _ k,n 1:sk,n 
V j - Wj V j , 

with C2,1 given by (4.51). 

By integrating (2.1) over the region B; X [tk,n, tk+1
•"], we have 

k+l,n 
S· , _ ~.n _ Llt!·n [!( ~.n) _ J(i·n )] + atk,n .t~,n - s, ax s,,L ,-1,L • J ' 

(4.151) 

( 4.152) 

(4.153) 



where 

E~,n = E"•": + (E"•":) + Ek,n_ 
J T,J A,J if D,J , 

with E},'; given by (4.135), 

and 

1 l tk+l,n ( a ) -1. n 8 
Ev; = ~ (a-8 )(xi+½' t) dt. 

1 Ata' t•,n X if 

Furthermore, recall from (2.52) that, 

Atk,n 
s~+i,n = s~,n - -•-[J(S~·n)- J(S~,n )] . 

J J Ax J,L 3-1,L 

Hence, subtracting (4.155) from (4.153) we obtain 

Atk,n c~+l,n = c~,n _ -•- [A~,nc~,n _ A~,n c~,n ] + Atk,n E~,n 
._, '-3 Ax , '-,,L ,-1,.3-1,L • , · 

At"•" kn By (4.156) and the fact that ~A/ ~ C, we have 

Thus, from (4.151) we obtain 

where 

ll!"+1,nll2 < C(Cf) (11e"·nll2 + Ax2
) + C(At!·n)2 IIE"·nll 2 

< C(k,Cz) (ll!nll2 + Ax2
) 

k 

+C(k)Ata L IIE1•nll 2At~'n, 
l=O 

At, = maxAt!•n. 
k,n 
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(4.154) 

(4.155) 

(4.156) 

(4.157) 

(4.158) 



Hence, by (4.151) and (4.157) we have 

N-1K-1 

L L 11e!·n112At!·n ::; 
n=O k=O 

C(K,Ci) (}:. llenll2Atn + Ax2) 

N-1K-1 

+C(K)At,At I: I: 11tk,nll2At!·n. 
n=O k=O 

Under the smoothness assumptions of Theorem 4.4, we have by (4.154), 

Thus, 

N-IK-1 

L L I I.Ek,nll2 At!•n :$ 
n=O k=O 

N-lK-1 

E L 11e1·n11 2At!·n 
n=O k=O 

N-lK-1 

C L L [IIE;,nll2 + ll(E}n)~ll2
] At!•n 

n=O k=O 

N-1K-1 

+c L E II.Effll 2At!·n 
n=O k=O 

:$ C(I(, Ci, CfE) (}:. IICll 2 Atn + Ax2 +At~) . 

Hence, by ( 4.150) and ( 4.159), 

h ::; (C2)2 (}; IICll2Atn + A3:2 +At~)+ ½11eN112, 

where 

Estimate of 13. Recall from ( 4.148), ( 4.134), 

N-1 

/3 = E (En ' zn)Atn 
n=O 
N-1 K-1 Atkn 

= L (Er+ L A;: (E~·n)~ + (Ev)f' zn)Atn 
n=O k=O 
N-1 N-lK-1 

= L (E!j,' zn)Atn + L L ((E!·n)J:' zn)At!·n 
n=O n=O k=O 

N-1 

+ L ((E.vh' zn)Atn 
n=O 
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( 4.159) 

(4.160) 

(4.161) 

(4.162) 
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The estimates for I~ and Jg' are precisely the same as they were in Section 4.1; i.e. 

and 

where EDR and EDL are given by ( 4.67). 

Following essentially the same argument given in Section 4.1 for If, we find 

C N-lK-1 

It ~ ;- L L [11E~/·nll 2 + IIEAR/c,nll2 + 11£1/'nll] At:•n 
* n=O k=O 

+ 2~ ll~nll 2
, 

where 

E~.; lc,n = f(sJ;f) - f(s;:,,n), 

½ 1 ltlc+l,n 
E'lR/,n = f( s,~++ 1. ,n) - A le n ,. f(s(x ;+1, t))dt, 

2 ~t.,• t ,n 2 

and 

E" k,n _ E" k,n 
AL,j - AR,j-1 • 

( 4.163) 

(4.164) 

(4.165) 

(4.166) 

( 4.167) 

( 4.168) 

Assuming the regularity assumptions on s, f, a, 9o, 91, and s0 given in Theorem 4.4 

hold and assuming ~t!·n = O(~x), we have 

( 4.169) 

~ C~(Ax2 +At.,), (4.170) 

(4.171) 



and 

Here Cr is given by (A.10), CA is given by (A.27), 

where C1R and C1L are given by (A.28) and (A.31), respectively, and 

where CDL and CDR are given by (A.37) and (A.43), respectively. 

Thus, by (4.162)-(4.174), 

where 

l 

C3 = a:- 2C(Cr,CA,CA,CD). 

Estimate of / 5 • The estimate of / 5 remains unchanged from Section 4.1. Thus 

where 

Cs= C(lls0 111-t2(1))· 

Combining (4.149), (4.160), (4.175), and (4.177), we obtain 

I leN II' :S ( c, )2 
( ~ 11e·112 At" + Az2 + At!) 

+(C3)2(Ax3 + At2
) + (C5 )2Ax4

• 

By applying Gronwall's lemma to (4.179) we obtain the following theorem. 
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( 4.172) 

(4.173) 

(4.174) 

( 4.175) 

( 4.176) 

( 4.177) 

( 4.178) 

( 4.179) 
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Theorem 4.8 Let S be the GMM approximation to s satisfying {2.1)-(2.9}, (2.6) as given 

in Section 2.9. Assume the mesh is uniform, ~tz,n satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 9.1, 

and ~tz,n = O(~x). Let the regularity assumptions on s, f, a, g0 , g1 , and s0 given in 

Theorem 4.4 hold, and assume f' ~ 0, O < a. 5 a(x, t). Then 

( 4.180) 

where 

(4.181) 

Remark 3.5. Remarks 3.1 and 3.2 of Section 4.1 apply also to this scheme. Thus, 

we can obtain estimates for the error similar to those given in Corollaries 4.2 and 4.3. 

Furthermore, all of these estimates hold if we make the modification s~;L = g~·n. Thus, 

a theorem analogous to Theorem 4.5 also holds in this case. Moreover, the results of this 

section can be extended to the case a = a( x, t, s ). 

4.4 L00(L1) estimate: no-flow at x = 1 

In this section we derive error estimates in L00(L1 ) for the GMM approximation to s 

satisfying (2.1)-(2.3), {2.7). Thus, S satisfies (2.22) with boundary data given in Section 

2.2. We consider estimates for both definitions of SJ_1,L, (2.44) and (2.45). Under the 

latter assumption, with a slight modification to the CFL time-step restriction, we obtain a 

O(~x + ~t) estimate. Under the former assumption, our time-step restriction is unchanged 

but we lose a half-power of ~x, obtaining a O(~x+~t+~t~x-½) estimate in L1 • Maximum 

principles for this case can be derived by combining the proofs of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 

3.3. 



For simplicity assume uniform mesh. As in Section 4.2, we must have 

C* > ~tn > C. 
- ~tn+l - • 
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(4.182) 

n+l 
Thus we assume either S0,L = g0 

2 and 01,1 = 0, or S0,L = glJ and apply Lemma 3.1 or 

Lemma 3.2. Since up to now we have always made the former choice for SlJ,L, we will make 

the latter choice in this section. 

Integrating (2.1) again over the space-time domain B; X [t", t"+l ], we find thats satisfies, 

where E'J is given by ( 4.3). Here for n = 0, ... , N*, 

and 

s'J = s(Xj,tn), j = 1, .. . ,J- 1, 

So = 2go - S1, SJ = SJ-1, 

n _ n 
so,L - 9o, 

n n Ax( h·n))"n s · L = s · + - 1 - (s · us· J, J 2 J J' 
j = 1, ... , J - 2, 

~tn 
h(s) = .6.x J'(s), 

n n 
Sj+l - Sj-1 cs,'!- = ---"-___.-, j = 2, ... , J - 2, 

2~x 

0 
n _ s2 + 3sf - 4glJ 

81 - 3.6.x ' 

oS:i-1 = o. 

Moreover, if (2.44) holds, we define 

S
n _ 

8
n 

J-1,L - J-1, 

(4.183) 

(4.184) 

(4.185) 

( 4.186) 

( 4.187) 

(4.188) 

(4.189) 

( 4.190) 

(4.191) 

( 4.192) 



while if (2.45) holds, 

n _ n+l 
SJ-1,L - 8J-t · 

The GMM approximation S satisfies 

Thus, defining! and !Las before, subtracting (4.194) from (4.183) we obtain 

Here AJ is again given by ( 4.25), and we note that 

and 

en - en ,o - -,1, 

{~,L = 0, 

en_ en 
'-J - 'oJ-1, 

en - en 
,J-1,L - ,J-1 · 

if (2.44) holds, and if (2.45) holds 

en en+l 
._J-1,L = ,J-1 • 

Summing by parts in (4.195), using (4.196)-(4.197) we :find 

where 
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( 4.193) 

(4.194) 

(4.195) 

( 4.196) 

( 4.197) 

( 4.198) 

( 4.199) 

(4.200) 
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Letting w = zn E M~1(c5x), where zn is chosen below, multiplying above by Atn and 

summing on n we obtain 

N-1 

({N' zN) = E (~n+l' Z;'+l + (an+I z;)=-)Atn 
n=O 

N-1 

+ L (!2 , An z;)Atn 
n=O 
N-1 N-1 

+ E (En' zn)Atn + E Bn(zn)Atn 
n=O n=O 

Recalling that for j = 1, ... , J - 2, 

fl.L = e; + ~x (1 - h(s'J))c5s'J - ~x (1 - h(Sl))6S'J 

- f] + Ax(;(sj) - t(S7)), 

and for j = J - 1, either (4.198) or (4.199) holds, we can rewrite (4.201) as 

N-1 
({N' zN) = L ({n+l ' zf+t + An z; + (an+l z;)=.)Atn 

n=O 
N-1 

+ E (~n - c+l + ;(sn) - -y(Sn)' KAn z;)Atn 
n=O 
N-1 N-1 

+ E (En' zn)Atn + E Bn(zn)Atn 
n=O n=O 

(4.201) 

(4.202) 

(4.203) 

where Kj = 1, j = 1, ... , J - 2, and KJ-t = 1 if ( 4.198) holds, KJ-t = 0 if ( 4.199) holds. 

Choice of Z. In this case, we choose Z to be an implicit upwinding-mixed method 

approximation to z satisfying 

f}z f}z a (- 'oz) at+p(x,t)ax+ax a(x,t)ax =0, (x,t)elx[o,tn), 

XE B;, 



z(O, t) = 0, 

8z 
(pz + a ox)(l, t) = 0, 
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0 $ t < tN. 

Here p and a are defined as before; i.e. p satisfies p( x ,+ ½, tn) = A'], for j = 1, ... , J - l, 

and ii{x, t) = a(x, t + ~tn ), tn $ t < tn+I. 

Thus Z satisfies 

zf = sgn ef, j = 1, ... ,J-1, 

Zo = -Zi, 

A n zn + an+I Zj - ZJ _1 0 N 1 
J-1 J J-½ ~x = O, n = , ... , - . 

(4.204) 

(4.205) 

(4.206) 

(4.207) 

We now demonstrate that z is bounded. Let yn = zN-n, .4n = AN-n, an= aN-n, 

and £tn = ~tN-n. Then Y satisfies 

Yo_ cN · 1 J 1 , - sgn ,; , J = , ... , - , 

vn+l __ vn+l 
.10 - .11 ' 

and 

yn+I _yn+I 
.4nJ+1 yJn+1 + an+\ J J-1 = 0, n = 0, ... 'N - 1. 

-1 J-'i ~x 

Hence, for each j = 1, ... , J - l, 

where 

-n+I 

/3 . = A~+i~ > o 
J J ~x - ' 

(4.208) 

(4.209) 

( 4.210) 

(4.211) 

(4.212) 
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and 

Assume IY;n+II = IIYn+IIIL<,o, for some 2 :5 j $ J - 2, then it is easily seen from (4.212) 

that 

( 4.213) 

Next, assume lyt+11 = IIYn+lllLoo, By (4.212) and {4.210) we have 

Thus 

(4.214) 

Finally, assume IY.i2"i1 I = I jYn+l I I Loo. By ( 4.212) and ( 4.211) we have 

Thus 

(4.215) 

From ( 4.213)-( 4.215) and the definition of yn we derive the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.5 Let Z satisfy (r204}-(4.207} and assume O < a. $ a(x, t), then 

(4.216) 

Furthermore 

{ 4.217) 

where C2,a is a bound for IIAIIL""(L"")· 
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Proof. The first result, ( 4.216), follows immediately from ( 4.213)-( 4.215) by recalling 

the definition of Y and applying induction on n. 

To prove ( 4.217), let w = yn+i in ( 4.208), then summing by parts we have 

Here we have used (4.216) and (4.211) and the fact that 

an+l 

lyn+ll = lyn+ll ~ < lyn+ll < 1. J J-1 11n+l - J-1 -
,4n+1 + -J-t 

J-1 ~ 

Thus, multiplying above by LStn+l and summing on n we obtain ( 4.217). 

Returning now to (4.203), we have by (4.204)-(4.207), 11 = 0, and 

( 4.218) 

Before estimating 12 -15 , we derive lemmas similar to Lemma 4.4. 

Lemma 4.6 Let the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4 hold, and assume !j_1,L is given by (4.198). 

Then 

(4.219) 

and 

(4.220) 

where 

( 4.221) 
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and 

(4.222) 

with GTE given in Theorem 4.4. 

Proof. We will derive ( 4.219). The proof of ( 4.220) is essentially the same as the proof 

of ( 4.103). 

Let w = en+i in (4.195), then summing by parts and using (4.196)-(4.198) we have 

< (Ancn cn+l} + (En cn+l} _ An en cn+l 
- i.L , i.z , i. J-1 i.J-1,L,J-l 

where Coo is a bound for lleLll£oo(£00) and 11ell£00(£00) as given by (4.109). Using the 

regularity assumptions on s and the coefficients and boundary and initial data, and hiding 

the 1'-lle;+i112 term on the left, multiplying by Atn, summing on n and applying the quasi

uniformity assumption ( 4.182), we obtain ( 4.219). 

Lemma 4. 7 Let the hypothesis of Lemma 4. 6 hold with the modification that !1-i,L satisfies 

{4.199}. Furthermore, assume that for a chosen£ satisfying O < £ < 1/3, we have 

sup/'(S)Atn ~ ~' 
Ax (1+£)J 

(4.223) 

where sup f'(S) is taken over all possible values of S as given by the maximum principles 

of Chapter 3. Then (4,219} holds, and (4,220} holds with the modification that Ger depends 

on 1/£. 
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Proof. For this case we derive (4.220). The proof of (4.219) is similar to the one given 

in Lemma 4.6. We will make repeated use of the following two inequalities, namely for b, 

c ER,£> 0, 

and 

£ 2 1 
be< -c + -b2 

- 2 2£ ' 

1 (c+ b)2 $ (1 + -)b2 + (1 + £)c2
• 

£ 

(4.224) 

(4.225) 

Recall that by choosing w = e;+1 in (4.195), summing by parts and manipulating we 

obtain 

1 [J-l ( 2) J-l ( 2) l I 1e;+1 I 12 + 4 ?; a;:i le;:;1 I t Ax + ?; a;~f le;:!1 I t Ax 

$ -((f(s'l,) - f(S2))x, !f+i} +(En, ef+1
) 

+¼ [f.[•J!½,, lr;-~I' + •J:½,JilJax] 
$ ~ll(f(s'l,) - /(S2))~112 +: 11Enll2 + (l; £) llef+ill2 

+c(Lt)(lle:112 + 11e;112> 

$ : ll(f(s'l,))xll2 + (l; £) ll(f(S2))xll2 + : 11Enll2 + (l; £) ll{f+1 ll 2 

+c(Lt)(lle:112 + 11e;112
). (4.226) 

Following the arguments given in the proof of Lemma 4.4, we have for j = 1, ... , J - 2, 

(4.227) 

For j = J - 1, we have 

f(Sj°!:f) - f(SJ-2,L) 1
2 

Ax 
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= f(Sj:!:D- f(S:J_1) + f(Sj_i) - f(S:J_2,L) 1
2 

Ax Ax 

$ (1 + €)(h(S))2 jsj:tl 

+ ~ (lsi-1,zl
2 

+ lei-1,Jll
2

)' (4.228) 

where h(s) = f'(s)t; and Sis some point between Sj:!:: and Sj_1 • Thus, by (4.227)

( 4.228) we have 

IIU(S2))31112 
::; ~ (1 + 11e;112 + IICll2

) 

+(1 + E)(h(S))2 lsi!Lt + {j~tij2 Ax 

$ ~ (1 + 11e;112 + 11e;ll2) 

+(1 + £)2(h(S))211ei+ill2 + c llsf+i 11 2
-

€ 

Combining ( 4.226) and ( 4.229) we obtain 

By our assumption on Atn, ( 4.223), we have that 

(4.229) 

Thus, hiding the (1 - E)ll{f+I 11 2 term on the left, multiplying by Atn and summing on n, 

we obtain 

where we have used (4.219) and truncation error bounds. The lemma now follows. 
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Estimate of 12 • Recall from ( 4.203), 

N-1 

12 = I: (en - en+i + 6.x("Y(sn)--y(Sn))' KAnz;}6.tn 
n=O 

( 4.231) 

Following the argument given by ( 4.121 )-( 4.122) with the modification that c5sj_
1 

= 
- n . 

c5SJ-l = 0, we obta.m 

where C2,1 is a bound for llc5sllL2(V')· 

Thus by (4.231), Lemmas 4.6 and 4.5 we have 

(4.232) 

where 

(4.233) 

Moreover, in the case (4.199) holds, C2 also depends on ¼,where€ is chosen as described 

in the hypothesis of Lemma 4.7. 

Estimate of 13• Next, recall from ( 4.203) 

N-1 

l3 = L (En' zn}6.tn. 
n=O 

Here we take essentially the same approach as we did in Sections 4.1-4.3 to obtain 
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/3 $ C [11E~IIL2(L2) + IIE1RIIL2(L2) + IIE1LIIL2(L2) a. 

+ IIEDLIIL2(L2) + IIEDRIIL2(L2)] + IIETIIL2(L2) 

+ Xi IZJ_,I !,<•i-i.L)- /(s;~tilat• 
N-1 I 1 1 ltn+l I + ~ IZi-11 f(s;~f)- .6.tn tn f(s(xJ-½,t)dt .6.tn, 

+}; 1zr1 jl(gci) - f(g;+½), .6.tn (4.234) 

where EA, EAL and E1R, EDL and EDR, and ET are given by (4.62), (4.65), (4.67), and 

( 4.4), respectively. The last three terms above are a result of summation by parts, see (4.64) 

and (4.65). 

Bounds for the terms in (4.234) are given in Appendices A and B. We summarize these 

results here. 

Theorem 4.9 Let f, a, s0 , and g0 satisfy the following: 

(i) f E C2(~), 

(ii) a~ E C1(QT), 0 < a. $ a(x, t) <a•, 

(iii) s0 E C2(I) n 1-(.3(1), 

(iv) 9o E C2(0, T). 

Lets, the solution of (2.1)-(2.3}, (2. 7), have the following regularity. 

( v) s and all first and second partials of s with respect to x and t exist everywhere in QT 

and are bounded, 

(vi) a:;at and~ exist in QT and are in .C2(0, T; .C00(1)) and .CC)0 (0, T; .C2(J)), respectively. 



Assume .6.x is uniform, and .6.tn = 0(.6.x), then 

I IEAIIL2(L2) ::; CA(.6.x2 + .6.t), 

IIE111L2(L2) < C" (.6.t2) AL , 

IIEARIIL2(L2) $ C" (.6.t2
) AR , 

I IEDLI IL2(L2) ::; CDL(.6.xl + .6.t), 

I IEDRI IL2(L2) ::; CDR(.6.x2 + .6.t), 

and 
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(4.235) 

(4.236) 

(4.237) 

(4.238) 

(4.239) 

(4.240) 

where CA is given by (A.27), C1L is given by {A.31), C1R is given by (B.1), CDL is given 

by (A.,43), CDR is given by (A.37), and CT is given by (A.JO). 

Proof. See Appendix B. 

The last three terms in (4.234) are either pieces i_n the estimates of EA and EAR or they 

are clearly 0(.6.t). Thus, combined these terms are 0(.6.x2 + .6.t). By the above theorem 

and (4.234) we have 

where 

Estimate of /4. Next, we have 

N-1 

[4 = L Bn(zn).6.tn 
n=O 

(4.241) 

(4.242) 
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by (4.200) and (4.206). Clearly, if (4.199) holds, then by (4.207), 14 = 0. Otherwise, if 

( 4.198) holds, then by ( 4.207), and Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 

N-1 

/4 = - L Aj_l (fi-1 - er~:DZjlltn 
n=O 

5 C Llt ~11{j!i - !1-11 Lltn 
2,3 L.J Lltn 

n=O 

5 C Ll -½ Llt (~
1
1ej!i - e1-1 1

2 

Ll Lltn) ½ 2,3 X L.J Lltn X . 
n=O 

5 C2,3Llx-½ Lltllef+1 I IL2(L2) 

5 C4Llx-½Llt, (4.243) 

where 

(4.244) 

Estimate of 15• Finally, as before, we have 

(4.245) 

where 

(4.246) 

Assuming ( 4.198) holds, then combining ( 4.203), ( 4.232), ( 4.241 ), ( 4.243), and ( 4.245), 

we obtain 

11eNIIL1 < C4Lltllx-½ + C2(Llx + Llt) 

+C3(.!lxi + Llt) + C5 Llx2
• 

Otherwise, if ( 4.199) holds, then 

We now state our results. 

(4.247) 

(4.248) 
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Theorem 4.10 Let the hypothesis of Theorem 4.9 hold. Let 6tn be chosen in accordance 

with the hypothesis of Lemma 9.1. Moreover, assume S:J-i,L = S:J_1 , and a is Lipschitz in 

t. Then 

(4.249) 

where 

(4.250) 

Theorem 4.11 Let the hypothesis of Theorem 4.10 hold, with the ezceptions that S1-i,L = 

Sj:!:t and 6tn satisfies the additional £-constraint as described in Lemma 4. 7. Then, 

where 

lls - Sllvx,(L1) ~ Ce(6x + 6t), 

C' = e 

4.5 L 00(L2) estimate-mixed boundary condition 

( 4.251) 

(4.252) 

We now derive a 0(6x + 6t) error estimate in V'°(L2) for the GMM applied to (2.1)-(2.2), 

(2.5) and (2.6). A discrete maximum principle for the GMM approximation with these 

boundary conditions is given in Section 3.3. 

Again we assume the mesh is uniform. Assume 6tn satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 

3.4. 
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For this problem, s again satisfies an equation of the form ( 4.183), with truncation error 

E given by ( 4.3). Here, for n = 0, ... , N*, we again have 

s'J = s(x;,tn), j = 1, ... ,J-1, 

and 

sj = 2gf - sj_l. 

For ease of notation, we define 

1 tn+l 
/(saL) = ~ f /(s(O,t))dt, 

' utn ltn 

and 

a~+I s1 - so = - a-.:!. (0, t)dt. n+l n+I 1 ltn+l ( {J ) 

2 Llx Lltn t" 8x 

Thus, we have 

Moreover, we define 

.s~L = .sn + Llx (1 - h(.s~))o.s~, j = 1, ... , J - 1, 
J, J 2 J J 

where 

Lltn 
h( s) = Llx /' ( s), 

n n s;+i - s;_1 
6s'] = 

2
Llx , j = 2, ... , J - 2, 

4 n 3 n n 6 n _ 91 - 8J-l - 8J-2 
3
J-l - 3Llx ' 

and 

(4.253) 

(4.254) 

(4.255) 

(4.256) 

(4.257) 

(4.258) 

(4.259) 

(4.260) 

( 4.261) 

(4.262) 



Defining { and {L as before, we again have 

By ( 4.254), ( 4.257), (2.38), and (2.46), 

and 

en+l en+l 
Anen an+l '"1 - ,o 0 

o .. o,L - ½ Ax = · 

Here AJ is again given by ( 4.25). 

Summing by parts, we have 

Thus 

where 

J-1 J-1 
L(A7{1L).xw;Ax = - '°' A~ti:iLw· Ax ~ J .. J, J,X 
j=l i=l 

+Ai-1!J-1,LWJ - Ao!o,LWI 
J-1 

= - L Aj-t{j-1,LWj-l,xAX 
j=2 

Bn( ) n en WJ + WJ-1 Anen 
A W = AJ-1 .. J-1,L 2 - o .. o,LWl 

and K. is given by (4.24). 

Moreover 
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( 4.263) 

(4.264) 

(4.265) 

(4.266) 

(4.267) 

(4.268) 



where, applying (4.264), 

BDn (w) = n+l cn+I WJ + WJ-1 
a J-f•J-1 6.x 

n+l (er+l -eo+I 4:,a+l Wt - Wo) 
-a½ 6.x W1 - \l 6.x . 
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(4.269) 

Substituting (4.266), (4.268) into (4.263) and letting w = zn E M~ 1(6:c), we obtain 

(4.270) 

where 

(4.271) 

Choice of zn. Let zn be the block-centered finite difference approximation to z satis-

fying 

fJz fJ (- fJz) fJx + fJx a(x,t) 0x = 0, (x, t) E / x. {O, tN), 

z(x,tN) = !f, X EB;, 

fJz(O,t) = z(l,t) = 0, 0 ~ t < tN. ax 

Thus Z satisfies 

(z;+1 + (an+I z;)!., v) = 0, VE M~1(6,;), (4.272) 

zN -eN j - J, j = 1, .•• .,J- 1, (4.273) 

Z0 = Zf, Zj = -Zi-1, n = 0, .. . ,N-1. (4.274) 

Multiplying (4.270) by 6.tn, summing on n, summing by paxts on n, applying (4.272)

(4.274) and (4.265), we have Bn(zn) = 0 for all n, and 



N-1 

11eN112 = L (Anez' KZ;}Lltn 
n=O 

N-1 

+ L (En' zn}Lltn + (eo ' zo} 
n=O 

112 

{4.275) 

Following essentially the same argument that was used to prove Lemma 4.1 we find that 

(4.276) 

and 

11zx1IL2co,N-1; L2) + 11z.rllL2co,N-1; L2) $ -:1'11eN11. 
a. 

{4.277) 

Estimate of h, Following the same argument used to derive (4.54), we obtain 

( 4.278) 

where 

(4.279) 

with 

and 

Estimate of /3. Next, consider 

N-1 

/3 = L (En , zn}Lltn 
n=O 
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N-1 N-1 

= E {E!}' zn).1.tn + E {(E~.D~ ' zn).1.tn 
n=O n=O 

N-1 

+ E {(ED)z ' zn).1.tn 

(4.280) 

where ET, EA, and Ev are given by ( 4.4)-( 4.6), respectively. 

The estimate for I~ is precisely the same as in ( 4.61 ), thus 

(4.281) 

Summing by parts, applying (4.274), (4.277), and (4.255), we have 

(4.282) 

where E'A is given by (4.62) and E"AR by (4.65). 

Similarly, summing by parts and applying ( 4.256) we have 

l3"' < C IIE 11 2 1 lltNll2 
- a. DR L2(L2) + 24 ._ ' (4.283) 

where EDR is given by ( 4.67). 

Combining ( 4.280)-( 4.283), we find that 

/3 =::; ;_ [IIE~lli2cL2) + IIE~RIIL2cL2> + IIEvRIIL2cL2)] 

2 1 N 2 +IIETIIL2(L2) + 811{ II . (4.284) 

The truncation error analysis for this problem is essentially given in Appendix A. The 

only difference is in the estimate off ( s~.L )- f ( S 't ½) with the term involving 6sr - Ba(&~tn). 

Here, this term is zero by ( 4.262). Thus we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.12 Let f, a, s0 , go, and 91 satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.4. Lets have 

the regularity given in Theorem 4.4. Assume the mesh is uniform and Atn = O(Ax), then 

(4.285) 
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where 

(4.286) 

with CT, C.~R, CA, and CDR given by (A.JO), (A.28), (A.27), and (A.37), respectively. 

Estimate of 15 • As before, 

[5 $ CAx4llslli2(1) + ~ll{Nll2. 

- (Cs)2Ax4 + ¼ll!Nll2. 

By (4.275), (4.278), (4.285), and (4.287) we have 

11eN 11' ~ ( C,)2 
(; 11e·112 <l.t" + <l.z2

) 

+(C3)2(Ax3 + At2) + (Cs)2Ax4. 

Thus by Gronwall's lemma applied to (4.288) we have the following theorem. 

(4.287) 

(4.288) 

Theorem 4.13 Let the hypothesis of Theorem 4.12 hold. Let S be the GMM approximation 

to s satisfying (2.1)-(2.2), {2.5), and (2.6). Then · 

11s - Sll£oo(£2) $ Ce(Ax + At), (4.289) 

where 

(4.290) 

4.6 Nonuniform spatial mesh 

We claim the the estimates given in Sections 4.1-4.5 hold when Ax; is nonuniform. The 

only major change in the estimates is in the truncation error term involving ED, see ( 4.6). 
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In this term we lose a power of Ax at interior points due to the nonuniformity of the grid. 

However, the global error remains unchanged. 

As a means of demonstration, we will derive an L00(L2 ) estimate for the problem given 

in Section 4.1 assuming Axj is nonuniform. 

Thus, let Atn satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1. We must assume the grid is quasi-

uniform; i.e., there exist positive constants c., c• independent of the mesh such that 

Ax· 
c. < --3 < c*, j,i = 1, ... ,J -1. 

- Axi -

As in Section 4.1, the true solutions to (2.1)-(2.3), (2.6) satisfies 

E'J = E!},i + ( E;i,i) z + (En,i) z, 

(4.291) 

(4.292) 

(4.293) 

where ET, EA, an9- Ev are given by (4.4)-(4.6), with the modifications that in (4.4), Ax= 

A.xj, and in (4.6), Ax= Axi+½· 

In ( 4.292), we have, for n = 0, ... , N*, 

n _ ( . tn) si - s x3 , , j = 1, ... , J - 1, 

n 2 n n so= 9o - 8 1, 
n 2 n n 

SJ= 91 - 8J-1, 

n n+½ 
80,L = 9o , 

and 

s'J,L = s'J + ~x (1- hj(s'j))6s'J, j = 1, ... ,J -1. 

(4.294) 

(4.295) 

(4.296) 

(4.297) 



Here 

and 

68
n _ 4µJ-19f - (4µ)_1 - l)s}_1 - s}_1 
J-t - µJ-1(2AxJ-½ + AXJ-1) ' 

with 

~Xi+t 
µ; = 2 , j = 2, ... , J - 2, 

~x- t 
J-2 

Ax3 
µ1 = _I., 

Ax1 

and 

The GMM approximation S to s satisfies 

Defining { and {L as before and subtracting ( 4.305) from ( 4.292) we obtain 

with 

ec:.L = o, 

ea= -ei, 
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(4.298) 

(4.299) 

(4.300) 

(4.301) 

(4.302) 

(4.303) 

(4.304) 

(4.305) 

(4.306) 

(4.307) 

(4.308) 
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and 

en - en 
,J - -,J-1 · (4.309) 

S . b t alli n sn n+ ½ h ummmg y pars, rec ng s0 ,L = o,L = g0 , we ave 

J-1 Ax +1 
((f(s'l,) - f(S'D)x, w} = - L)f(sJ,L)- J(S'J,d)w;,z A, _2 Ax; 

j=l x, 
+(f(sj_l,L - f(SJ-1,L))WJ 

J-1 Ax. ½ 
= - 2)/(sJ-1,d- J(S'J- 1,dw;,it A ,_- Ax;-1 

j=l x,-1 

Thus, 

((f(s'l,) - f(S2))x, w} = (An{2, KWz} + BA(w), ( 4.310) 

where Ai is given by (4.25), 

(4.311) 

and 

j = 1, .. . ,J - 2, 
( 4.312) 

j=J-1. 

Summing by parts twice we have 

( 4.313) 

where, by applying (4.308) and (4.309), 

BD(w) = 1 n+l en+l( + ) 
A aJ_!.,J-1 WJ WJ-1 
uX J !. 2 -2 

1 
an+l en+l (w + w ) -~ l ,1 1 0 • uX½ 2 

(4.314) 
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Let w = zn E M~ 1(6z), then by {4.305), (4.310), and (4.313) 

( 4.315) 

where 

{ 4.316) 

Multiplying (4.315) by Atn, summing on n, and summing by parts on n we obtain 

N-1 

<eN' zN) = L <en+I' z:+1 + (an+I z;)::)Atn 
n=0 

N-1 

+ L {{2' KAnz;)~tn 
n=0 
N-1 N-1 

+ L (En' zn)Atn + L Bn(zn)Atn 
n=0 n=0 

(4.317) 

Choice of zn. We choose zn precisely as we did in Section 4.1. Thus Z satisfies 

(Zf+l + (an+l Zi)::, v) = 0, V E-M~1{6z), ( 4.318) 

zI:l = eJ:1 
J J ' 

j=l, ... ,J-1, (4.319) 

Zo- zn - - 1' 
zn - zn J - - J-1, n = O, ... ,N. (4.320) 

Moreover, assuming O < a. :5 a(x, t), Lemma 4.1 holds, hence 

(4.321) 

and 

(4.322) 
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Therefore, by ( 4.318)-( 4.320), / 1 = /4 = 0 in ( 4.317), and 

(4.323) 

Estimate of /2. Following the argument given in (4.43)-(4.51) and using the quasi

uniformity assumption ( 4.291 ), we have 

Here 

where as before, C2,1, C2,2, and C2,3 are positive constants satisfying 

and 

ll6sllL2(Dl) $ C2,1, 

~tn 
~x. llh(s) - h(S)IILoo(Loo) $ C2,2, 

) 

Estimate of /3. Recall from ( 4.317), ( 4.293), 

N-1 

[3 = L (En' zn}~tn 
n=O 
N-1 N-1 

= L {Er' zn)~tn + L {(EA)z' zn)~tn 
n=O n=O 

N-1 

+ L {(Ev)z' zn)~tn 
n=O 

(4.324) 

(4.325) 

(4.326) 

The terms 13, I!f, and I!f' are handled precisely as they were in Section 4.1; i.e., we sum 

by parts. Thus following the arguments given in Section 4.1 and applying (4.291) we obtain 

(4.327) 
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I" _< C(c.,c*) [IIE' 112 II " 112 II " 112 ] 3 a. A L2(L2) + EAR L2(L2) + EAL L2(L2) 

l N 2 +24 11e II, ( 4.328) 

where EA is given by ( 4.62), EAR, and EAL are given by ( 4.65), and 

I"' C(c., c*) [11 112 2 ] 1 N 2 
3 ~ a. EnR L2(L2) + IIEnLIIL2(L2) + 24 11! II , (4.329) 

where EnR and EDL are given by ( 4.67). 

Assuming the hypothesis of Theorem 4.4 holds, we obtain from Appendix A and ( 4.326)

( 4.329), 

(4.330) 

where 

1 

C3 = a::- 2 C(CT,CA,CAR,CAL,CDR,CDL,C•,c*), (4.331) 

with CT given by (A.10), CA by (A.27), CAR by (A.28), CAL by (A.31), CDR by (A.39), 

and CnL by (A.41). 

Estimate of 15 • Finally, 

(4.332) 

where 

(4.333) 

Combining (4.323), (4.324), (4.330), (4.332) and using the discrete Gronwall Lemma we 

obtain the following. 

Theorem 4.14 Let the hypothesis of Theorem 4.4 hold. Let Atn satisfy the hypothesis of 

Lemma 3.1 and assume Ax; satisfies (4.291}. Then the eTTOr between the GMM approxi

mation S and s satisfies 

I ls - SI ILoo(£2) ~ C( ax + Llt), (4.334) 
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where 

(4.335) 

4. 7 L00(L1) estimate for first-order Godunov 

We conclude this chapter by deriving a O(~x + ~t) estimate in L 00 (L1 ) for the first-order 

Godunov-mixed method applied to (2.56)-(2.58), (2.61). The particular form of the scheme 

we are going to analyze is given by (2.81)-(2.84). Here we take a different approach than 

in previous sections. This approach, suggested to us by B. Engquist, can also be used to 

derive error estimates for the first-order Godunov scheme for a= 0, assuming smooth flow. 

With only slight modification to the proof of Lemma 3.2, one can show that the GMM 

approximation S satisfies in this case 

max 5,:i+1 < max S~ + At sup r(x tn+I 5n+1 (x)) 
. J - . J ' ' ' J J I 

minS".1+1 > minS~ + At inf r(x tn+I sn+i(x)). 
j J -; J I'' 

Thus for any n ~ 1 and 1 :s; j :s; J - 1, 

Tinfr(x,t,S)+m~nSJ $ S'J $ m~SJ+Tsupr(x,t,S). 
QT J J QT 

Assuming r is bounded, we have boundedness of S. 

Assume uniform mesh and assume ~tn = At, with ~t satisfying 

~t 
sup J'(s)" $ 1, 
s ~x 

(4.336) 

where S C ~ is defined by 

S = [min(inf s, nµn Sf), max(sup s, ~ax Sf)]. 
QT J,n QT J,n 
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The true solutions to (2.56)-(2.58), (2.61) satisfies for j = 1, ... , J-1 and n = 0, ... , N*, 

s~+I + (f(s~ ))- - (a~+I (r+i )s~+I) = r~+I + E~. 
J,t ,,L X ,+½ ,+½ J,X X ) ) 

Here r~+I = r(x · tn+I s~+l) and ) - ,, , ) , 

E'J = E!},; + (EA,;h + (E.o,;h + Eit;, 

where E!J,,; is given by (4.4}, EA,i is given by (4.5), 

1 ltn+l 8s(x;+½' t) 
E.o,; = T a(x,·+1, t, s(x,+1, t)) a dt ~t t" 2 2 X 

-an+1 (s=+l )s~+l i+½ i+½ ),X ' 

and 

1 t"+l 

ER; = --1 f r(x,t,s)dxdt- r'J+1
. 

' AxAt t" ls, 

In the above equations, for n = 0, ... , N*, 

and 

Define 

n 2 n n so= 9o - s1, 

n _ ( . tn) s; - s x,, , 

SJ= 2gi- SJ-1, 

n n 
so,L = 9o, 

S
n _ Sn 
j,L - j' 

j = 1, ... , J - 1, 

j = 1, ... , J - 1, 

S~ + S~+l 87+ ½ = , 2 J j = o, ... 'J - 1. 

s'J+1 = s'J - At(/( s'J,L) )x, 

(4.337} 

(4.338) 

(4.339) 

(4.340) 

(4.341) 

(4.342) 

(4.343} 

(4.344) 

(4.345) 

(4.346} 



and let 

T/'-1 = s'-1 - S'-1 
J J J ' 

-n -=fl s-n T/j = s, - j. 

Then, by (4.346), (4.343)-(4.344), and (2.81)-(2.82), 

T/-f.l+l - TJ'-1 - At(A~TJ'-1)-, - J J J z, 

where 

Aj = { 0, 

(f(s'J) - f(SJ))/TJ'J, j = 1, ... , J - 1, TJ'] ,:/; 0, 

j = 0, or TJ'j = 0. 

Let 

/3 '.l = At A~ 
' Ax '. 
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(4.347) 

(4.348) 

(4.349) 

{4.350) 

(4.351) 

Then /38 = 0, /3'] 2: 0, and by applying the Mean Value Theorem to ( 4.350) and using 

( 4.336), we have 

/3n At J'(-n) 
i = Ax ~i :5 l, (4.352) 

where ('_/ is some point between sJ and SJ. 

By (4.349)-(4.352) then 

Multiplying above by Ax and summing on j, j = 1, ... , J - 1, we have 

J-1 J-1 

llr;n+IIILI :5 E(l - /3'/) jTJ'JI Ax+ E /3'J-1 l11'J-1 I Ax 
j=l i=l 

J-1 J-2 

= I:c1 - /37) IT/rl Ax+ L /3;' IT/rl Ax 
j=l i=l 

J-1 

= L Ki ITJJj ~x, 
i=l 

{4.353) 



since /38 = 0, where 

{ 

1, j = 1, .. . ,J- 2, 
Kj = 

1 - /3'j_l' j=J-1. 

Since O :5 K'J :5 1, we obtain from ( 4.353), 

Now, subtracting ( 2.84) from ( 4.337) we obtain 

where 

Then 

by ( 4.342) and (2.37)-(2.38). Moreover, 

otherwise. 

•f =+I ..J. 5n+l 
l S ·+1 r ·+ 1, 

J 2 J 2 

otherwise. 

+AtR~+1 nt:1+I + AtE".1. J .,, J 
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(4.354) 

(4.355) 

(4.356) 

(4.357) 

(4.358) 



Finally, defining 

we have 

(1 + µ~+1 + µn+l - 'Y~+l + 'Y~+l)T/~+1 ,-½ ,+½ ,+½ ,-½ , 

= ij~+l + (µ~+1 + -y~+l)T/~+1 + (µ~+1 - 'Y~+l)n~+l , ,+½ ,+½ ,+1 ,-½ ,-½ .,,-1 

+ RJ+1 ,,.,7+1 At+ E'J+l At. 

Assume that, either a= 0, or 

( 1) positive constants a. and a* exist such that 0 < a. $ a( x, t, s) $ a*, 

(2) a is Lipschitz continuous in s with Lipschitz constant La, 

(3) s is Lipschitz continuous in x with Lipschitz constant L., 

( 4) Ax is sufficiently small so that 

2a. 
Ax~ LaLa · 

Then, by (4.360), (4.357), (4.359), and Assumptions (1)-(4), 

Thus, the coefficients of T/j+l, T/Jtf in ( 4.361) are all positive. 
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(4.359) 

(4.360) 

(4,361) 

(4.362) 

Taking the absolute value of both sides in (4.361), multiplying by Ax and summing on 

j we obtain 
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J-1 

'°'(1 + µ~+i + µ~+i - "Y~+i +-y~+l) 1117:1+11 Ax 
~ ,-½ ,+½ ,+½ ,-½ J J=l 

J-1 J-1 

< lli;n+lll 1 + '°'(µ~+l +-v~+l)jn':'+llAx+ '°'(µ~+l _,vn+l)ln':'+11Ax 
- L ~ ,+½ 'J+½ ''J+l ~ ,-½ 13_1 ·13-l J=l J=l 2 

+ At (IIRn+177n+lllL1 + IIEnllo) 

= lli;n+lllo + flt (11Rn+l17n+lllo + IIEnllo) 
J-1 

+ '°' (µ~+l + µ~+1 - -y~+l + -y~+l) 111':'+l I Ax + Bn+l Ax 
~ ,+½ ,-½ ,+½ ,-½ J ' ,=t 

by summation by parts. Here 

Bn+l = µ~~½ 111]+1 I - µ't 1 l11r+l I + "Y;:i l11]+l I - "Y½+l l11r+l I 
-µ;~\ lf,!I 1 + µr1 1110+11 + "Y;:i l11i!I 1- "Yr1 1110+11 

= 0, 

(4.363) 

(4.364) 

since by (4.342), (2.37)-(2.38), and (4.358), (4.360), we have l11o+ll = l11r+ll, l11i+ll = 

l11i!I I, and "Yr1 
= "Y;:\ = o. 

Thus, by (4.363), (4.364), and (4.354), 

Summing on n above we obtain 

N 

ll11NIIL1 ~ IIRIIL00 (L00 ) L ll77nlloAt + IIEll£I(£1) + 1111°11£1, (4.365) 
n=O 

where N ~ N* is arbitrary. 

As we have seen previously, we have 

(4.366) 

where 

(4.367) 
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Moreover, we have the following theorem, which is derived in Appendix C. 

Theorem 4.15 Let f, a, s0 , g0 , g1 , and r satisfy the following regularity assumptions: 

(i) f E C2(R), f' ~ O, 

(ii) a E C2(J x [O, T] x R), 

{iii} r E C1 (J x (0, T] x R), 

(v) 90,91 E C1(0,T), gg,gf E L1(0,T). 

Let s have the following regularity: 

(i) s and all partial derivatives of s of order$ 2 exist and are bounded in QT, 

(ii) 8~~~2 and ~ exist in QT and are in .C00 (0, T; .C1(J)), and 8~;bt exists in QT and is 

in .C1 (0, T; .C00(I)). 

Then E given by {4-338) satisfies 

(4.368) 

where 

(4.369) 

with CT given by (C.10), CA by (C.18}, CA by (C.22), Cb by (C.26}, CD by (C.28}, C'g 

by (C.30), and CR by (C.3,4). 

Thus, by (4.365)-(4.369), (4.356), and assuming r is Lipschitz continuous ins, we have 

N 

ll11Nllv $ Lr L llrtllL16t + CE(6x + 6t) + Co6x2, (4.370) 
n=O 
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where Lr is a Lipschitz constant for r. Thus, by Gronwall's Lemma applied to ( 4.370) we 

obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.16 Let the hypothesis of Theorem ,1.15 hold. Let Assumptions {1}-(-1) hold. 

Let l!t..t satisfy (,1.336), and let Lr be a Lipschitz constant for r with respect to s. Then 

lls - Sll£oo(£1) 5 C,,(l!t..x + l!t..t), 

where 

Finally, we note that the estimate above is indirectly dependent on the lower bound 

a. of a(x, t, s) through Assumption ( 4). However, if a = a(x, t); i.e., a does not depend 

on s, Assumptions (2)-( 4) are unnecessary and our estimate thus holds for any sufficiently 

smooth, nonnegative a(x, t). 

We also want to remark that, while the estimates for the first-order Godunov procedure 

are of the same order as those obtained for the higher-order MUSCL scheme, the MUSCL 

scheme works much better in practice. The superior performance of the higher-order scheme 

can be traced to our heuristic arguments given in Remarks 3.1 and 3.2. In particular, the 

first-order scheme is truly locally and globally first-order, while the MUSCL scheme is only 

first-order in areas where the solution is particularly sharp and slope-limiting is in effect. 

Obtaining more precise estimates which reflect this behavior is something we hope to do in 

the near future. 



Appendix A 

Truncation Error-Dirichlet 

In this section we analyze the truncation error terms in ( 4.69) for s satisfying (2.1 )-(2.3), 

(2.6). Bounds for these terms in L 2(L 2 ) are derived. 

For simplicity, we denote U by Ors, ~ by OtS, ~ by o;rs, etc. We will assume 

throughout that s has as many derivatives as we need, but we make an effort to keep the 

dependence on the smoothness of s as minimal as possible. 

Recall from ( 4.69), 

(A.1) 

where 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

E ll n E" n 
AL,j = AR,j-1 , (A.4) 
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and 

Let 

and 
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(A.5) 

En -En 
DL,j - DR,j-1, (A.6) 

E!}. = - 1
- (s~+l - _l_ [ sn+ldx - (s~ - -

1
- [ sndx)). (A.7) 

•
3 Atn 3 Ax; ls, 3 Ax; ls, 

Ax= mµAx; 
) 

At= maxAtn, 
n 

and assume Ax; is at least quasi-uniform; i.e., there exist positive constants c., c• which 

are independent of the mesh such that 

Ax· 
c. < --3 < c•, i,j = 1, .. . ,J-1. 

- AXi -
(A.8) 

Bound for ET. We begin by bounding IIETIIL2(L2)· By Taylor's formula with integral 

remainder 

= _1_a2 sn+l(x ·) r (x - x;)2 dx 
Ax; zz 3 ls, 2 

+2} . [ 1z (y - Xj)2&:zzSn+l(y)dy ~x, ls, z, 
Ax~ = --' a2 sn+l(x ·) + wntl 24 zz ) l,1 ' 

where 



Thus 

Ct::..x2 I tn+1 3 I 
t::..tn ln Ozrts(x;, t)dt 

+ t::..~n (lw~J-11 + lwrJI) 
< 

Ct::..x2 
--1 11a:rts(x,)ll.c2(tn tn+l) 
(t::..tn)2 ' 

5 

+ C:t:
2 

(118;rrsn+l ll.c2(B,) + ll8;rrsnll.c2(B,)) • 

Hence, since t::..tn = O(t::..x ), 

J-1 

IIETl1hc£2) $ Ct::..x4 L 11a:rts(x;)ll}2(0,T)!::..x; 
j=l 

N"-1 

+Ct::..x4 L (11a:rrsn+lll}2(1) + IIB;rrsnllocn) t::..tn 
n=O 

where 

Estimate of EA. Next consider 

E' n 
A,j 

1 - n n+½ = f (s)(s;,L - si+½ ), 

1 

wheres is a point between s,~L ands~++[ . 
I J 2 
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(A.9) 

(A.10) 

(A.11) 

First, let n > 0, then by Taylor expansion and the differential equation (2.1), we have 

for n > 0, 



where 

h;(s'J) = J'(s'J) 1:n., 
J 

and (x,i) is a point on the line between (x;,tn) and (xi+½'tn+½). 

Thus, recalling 

n _ n t:!J.x;( h ( n))~ n s;,L - s; + -
2

- 1 - • s; vs;, j = 1, ... , J - 1, 

we have 

Recall from Sections 2.1 and 2.2, that for j = 2, ... , J - 2, 

where 

n (1 2) n 2 n S ·+1 - - µ · S · - µ · S · 1 osn - J J J J ,-

] - Jtj(~xi-½ + ~xi+½) ' 

~xi+½ 
µj = . 

~X- ½ ,-

By Taylor expansion, 

~X- l. 
n n A 8 n J+ 2 82 {- ) s;+1 - s; = ~xi+½ :cs; + 2 :c:cs x;+1 , 

and 

~x- ½ 
n n A 8 n + J- 82 (- ) s;_1 - s; = -~xi-½ :cs; 

2 
zxS x; , 
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(A.12) 

{A.13) 

{A.14) 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 
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where i;+i is a point between x; and x;+i, similarly for i;. Thus 

C( Llx\ ½ + Llx~ i) 
$ µ;(Ll~+½ + .!lx:~~) llo;xsll.coo(QT) 

$ CLlxllo;xsll.coo(QT) (A.17) 

by the quasi-uniformity assumption (A.8). 

For j = 1, recall 

where 

Thus by Taylor expansion 

(A.18) 

Similarly 

(A.19) 

Note above that we could derive a O(.!lx2 ) estimate for 16sj - Oxsn(x;)I by a third-order 

Taylor expansion. However, this isn't necessary to obtain a O(Llx2 + Llt) estimate for EA. 

In fact, as we can see above we can obtain such an estimate for EA if we only approximate 

Oxsn(x;) by a one-sided difference. Thus, the observation in Remark 3.2 is valid. 

For j = 0, we have either 

n+½ n n+½ n+½ 
s 1 - 80 L = 9o - 9o = 0, 

2 ' 

(A.20) 

or 

n+½ n n+½ n 1 
S1 - So£= 9o - 9o $ C.!ltiluoll.c00 (0,T), 

2 ' 
(A.21) 



depending on whether So,L = g;+ ½ ' or So,L = 98. 

Thus, by (A.14)-(A.21), for n > 0, and j = 0, ... , J - 1, 

where 

For n = 0, s0 doesn't necessarily satisfy (2.1), thus for j > 0, 

Ax; o) o o = -
2
-(1 - h;(s; )(8:cs; - 6s;) 

Ax· At0 +--f h;(sJ)8:csJ + 2 8tsJ + O(Ax2 + At2
) 

~ C( Ax2 + At0
), 

since h;(s~)Ax; = f'(s~)At0 , where 

Thus, by (A.11), (A.22)-(A.25), 

where 

CA = C(s~p f'(s), 11s011w~(I), llsllw~(QT)' 

118:c( ao:cs )I l.coo(QT), IIYol lw~(O,T)), 

and where S C R is such that 

+ 1 n+l 
[ ( • n , n 2) ( n 2 )] S ::> min nµn s; £, nµn s ·+1. , max ~ax s;,L, ~axs ·+1. . 

J,n ' J,n J 2 J,n J,n J 2 
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(A.22) 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

(A.25) 

(A.26) 

(A.27) 



A crude bound for s'J.L gives 

I 
n I 2( l + c*) 11 11 • s;,L $ 1 + c. s .coo(QT) = s . 

Thus, we can set S = [-s*,s*]. 

Estimates for EAR and EAL· Now, consider 

1 t"+l 

EAR,/= f(s;:t) - atn in J(s(x;+½' t))dt, j = 1, ... , J - 1. 

By Taylor expansion, 

IE" _n, < 
AR,J 

- r-1c1Rat2. 

Thus 

I IEARI IL2(L2) < cARat2. 

Similarly, 

I IE1LI IL2(£2) $ C" at2 
AL , 

where 

CAL = C(sup f'(s), sup lf"(s)I, llsllwt(QT)• lluollwt(o,T)). 
QT QT 

Estimates for EDR and EDL· Finally, consider 

E'JJR,i = 
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(A.28) 

(A.29) 

(A.30) 

(A.31) 

(A.32) 
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For j = 1, ... ,J-2, we have 

if .6.x is uniform, 
(A.33) 

if .6.x is nonuniform. 

For j = J - 1, recall 

Thus 

(A.34) 

Next, we have 

(A.35) 

by Taylor expansion. Hence by (A.32)-(A.35), we have for uniform .6.x 

N• 1 
IIEvRllh(L2) ~ C E lv1~J-1l2 

.6.x~tn 
n=O 

N•-1 J-2 2 
+ C L L lv1~;1 .6.x.6.tn 

n=O j=l 

Thus 

(A.36) 

where 

(A.37) 



for £ > 0 and Ax sufficiently small so that Ax < £, 

For nonuniform Ax, we have 

where 

For nonuniform Ax, we obtain by a similar argument 

where 

CvL = CvR, 

For uniform Ax, we obtain 

where 

CvL = C(ll8;xxsll.c00 (0,T; .C2(1)), llsllwi((O,E)X(O,T)), 

IIOt( aO.:i;S )I l.c00 (QT) ), 

for £ > 0 and Ax sufficiently small so that Ax < £. 
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(A.38) 

(A.39) 

(A.40) 

(A.41) 

(A.42) 

(A.43) 



Appendix B 

TE for no-flow at x l. 

The truncation error for the problem with a Dirichlet boundary condition at x = 0 and a 

Neumann boundary condition at x = 1 varies only slightly from that given in Appendix A. 

The estimate for ET remains the same, i.e. (A.9) and (A.10) hold. 

The estimate for EA varies only in the term 

Assume Sj_1,L = Sj_1 , then sj_1,L = s'j_1 • Recalling 6~j_1 = O, we have, following (A.12) 

and (A.14), 

n+½ n 
SJ-½ - SJ-1,L 

= ~XJ-1 ( h ( n ))8 n ~tn {} ( n {} n ) 2 1 - J-1 SJ-1 xSJ-1 - 2 X aJ-1 xSJ-1 

I n+½ n I 
SJ-½ - SJ-1,L ~ 

Thus (A.22)-(A.25) hold so that the bound for IIEA.ll£2(£2) given by (A.26)-(A.27) is valid. 
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Wh S n - sn+l d n - n+l h en J-I,L - J-l an sJ-I,L - sJ-I, we ave 

n+½ n 
s J-1 - 8J-1,L 

2 

= ~X j-1 ( h ( n+l ))8 n+l 
2 1 + J-1 SJ-1 :,;SJ-I 

~tn ( ) +-8 an+Il) sn+I + O(~x2 + ~t2 ) 2 :,; J-1 :,; J-1 

Thus (A.26)-(A.27) also hold in this case. 

The estimate for E1R differs only in the constant. Hence (A.29) holds with 

The bound for IIE1LIIL2(L2) is unchanged, thus (A.30) and (A.31) hold. 
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(B.1) 

For this case, since E'fJR,J-I = 0 (recall we set sj = sj_1), the estimate of IIEvRIIL2(L2) 

is improved in the uniform grid case and unchanged in the nonuniform grid case. For 

uniform grid, we obtain 

where CvR is given by (A.37). The estimate of IIEvLIIL2(L2) is again given by (A.40)-(A.43). 



Appendix C 

First-order G MM 

We now derive bounds for the L1(L1 ) norm of the truncation error for the scheme analyzed 

in Section 4. 7. What follows constitutes the proof of Theorem 4.15. 

Recall the truncation error E is given by 

(C.1) 

Here 

(C.2) 

E n E' n E" n 
A,j = A,j + A,j , (C.3) 

where 

E~ 3.n = f(s3~L)- f(s~++l), 
' ' J 2 

(C.4) 

and 

1 1 tn+l 

EA _n = f(s~+l)- - f J(s(x;+t, t))dt. 
•3 1+2 At ltn 1 

(C.5) 
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Moreover, 

(C.6) 

and 

(C.7) 

Thus, by (C.1) we have 

(C.8) 

We now estimate the terms on the right-hand side of (C.8). 

Estimate of IIETIIL1(L1)· Consider E!J,,;, By Taylor expansion we have 

Thus by (C.2) and the above, we have for n = 0, 1, ... , N* - 1, 

Hence, 

(C.9) 

since t:r.t = 0( t:r.x ), where 

(C.10) 

Estimate of ll(EA)xlli1(£1)· Next, consider (EA,;).t· By Taylor expansion in (C.4), we 

have 



J'(sfl:+t)(s,~ L - sfl:+i)z 
J 2 ' J 2 

f'(sfl: ) - f'(sfl: ) 
i+½ J-½ ( n n ) + Llx si-1,L - si-½ 

f"(§TJ)( n n )2 f"(rJ_i)( n n )2 + 2Llx si,L - si+½ - 2Llx si-1,L - si-½ ' 

where rJ is some point between s'J.L and si+½' similarly for rJ-i· 

First, consider W? = sJ.L - si+½" Recall that 

Thus 

and 

Hence, for j = 2, ... , J - 1, 

IWi - Wi-11 
Llx 

S
n _ 

9
n 

O,L - o, 

Sn _ Sn 
i,L - i' j = 1, ... ,J - 1. 

Wa1=0, 

+Cllo;xsnll.ci(x,-1,x,_½) + Cllo;xsnll.ci(x,,x,+½) 

$ Cllo;xsnll.ci(:r:,-1,:r:,+½)· 

For j = 1, we have IWil $ CLlxll8xsll.coo(QT), thus 

By (C.14) and (C.15) we have 

J-1 

11w:11v = L lwi~zl Llx + lw::zl Llx 
j=2 

< C(ll8~xsnll.c1(1), ll8xsll.c00 (QT))Llx. 
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(C.11) 

(C.12) 

(C.13) 

(C.14) 

(C.15) 

(C.16) 



Furthermore 

Hence, by (C.11), (C.16), and (C.17), 

sup /'(s)IIWxllvcv) 
QT 

+ sup If"( s )I (11Wll£1(L1 )ll8:csll.c00 (QT) 
QT 

+~x-1 ll(W)2IIL1(Ll)) 

$ ~xC(ll8~:csll.cco(o,T; .Cl([)), 118:csll.cco(QT), 11a~:cs0 ll.c1(1), 

I l8:cs01 l.cco(QT), sup/'( s ), sup If"( s )I) 
QT QT 

Now consider (E~.L/\· By Taylor expansion in (C.5) we have 

Thus 

Hence, 

E" n -A,j -

11 ( E~,L/) ~IIL1(Ll) < ~tC(ll8l:cfll.c00 (o,T; .Cl([)), 

118ttfll.ct(O,T; .C00 (I))) 
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(C.17) 

(C.18) 

(C.19) 

(C.20) 

(C.21) 



where 

CA = C(sup f'(s), sup IJ"(s)I, llsllw~(QT)' 
QT QT 

ll8;tsll.c00 (o,T; .Cl(/)), ll8ftsll.c1(0,T; .C"°(I)), 

llg~ll.c00 (0,T), llg~ll.c00 (0,T), ll9ill.ci(o,T), llgfll.ci(o,T))-

Combining (C.3), (C.18), and (C.21) we obtain 

Estimate of ll(Ev)~IIL1(L1)· Next, consider 

Evn. 
,J 

= r s ( )d n+l(=+l) n+l l tn+l ( 0 ) 
~t ltn a 8x Xi+½' t t - ai+½ 8;+½ 8i,:z: 

= 1 ltn+i ( 8s) ( ) n+l ( n+l) n+l 
A a-a x,+1 't dt - a ·+L s ·+1. 8:,:S ·+1 u.t tn X 2 J 2 J 2 J 2 

+an+l (sn+l )(8 8n+l _ 8~+1) 
;+½ ;+½ :z: i+½ J,:Z: 

+(a~+l (s~+l) - a~+l (8'1-f:1 ))s~+1 

,+½ ,+½ i+½ ,+½ J,:Z: 

- E' .n + E" .n + E"' .n D,J D,J D,J • 

First of all, let a(x, t) = a(x, t, s(x, t))8:z:s(x, t), then by Taylor expansion 

E l n 
D . = ,J 

Thus, as in the estimate of E1; i.e., (C.20)-(C.22), we have 

- Cb~t, 
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(C.22) 

(C.23) 

(C.24) 

(C.25) 



where 

Now consider E'!J,/. By Taylor expansion, for j = 1, ... , J - 1, 

Thus, by (C.24) and the above we have 

where 

For the estimate of E'fJ,; n we note 

s~+l - s~+l = { J 2 J 2 

0, 

(sJ + sJ+i)/2 - s;;½' j = 1, ... , J - 2, 

j = o, J -1, 

by (4.345) and (4.342). Thus 

Hence 

1 
$ " sup 1a.a1 

~X QT 

x [Is;:½ - s;;½ I lsJ;1 I + Is;~½ - s;~½ I ls7.11 I] 
$ C(s;; 1a.a1, llsll~~(QT))t:.x. 
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(C.26) 

(C.27) 

(C.28) 
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Thus 

(C.29) 

where 

(C.30) 

Combining (C.24), (C.25)-(C.26), (C.27)-(C.28), a.nd (C.29)-(C.30) we obtain 

(C.31) 

where 

cD = C(Cb,Cr>,ci). (C.32) 

Estimate of IIERIIL1(L1)· Finally, by Taylor expansion in (C.7), we find that 

Thus 

(C.33) 

where 

(C.34) 



Appendix D 

Regularity of solutions 

In this thesis we have restricted our attention to one-dimensional scalar equations, how-

ever, the fluid-flow problems we are interested in solving fall under the broader category of 

nonlinear (quasi-linear) parabolic equations ( or systems of equations) of the form 

St - v' ·a(x,t,s)v's + b(x,t,s, Vs)= 0, (D.1) 

where a= (ai;), x = (x1,x2,· .. ,xn), (x,t) E 1) X (0,T] =QT.Here 

d d 
V = (-d , ... ,-d ), 

X1 Xn 

where d/dx; means total derivative with respect to x;, and 1) is a bounded subset of Rn. 

We assume s satisfies certain initial and boundary data; i.e., either 

(D.2) 

where AT = STU S is the boundary of QT, with S the boundary of 1) and ST = S X (0, T], 

or 

slt=O = Wo, (D.3) 
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and 

(o-a(x, t, s )Vs· f/ + 'il(x, t, s )] lsT = 0. (D.4) 

Here f/ = 11(x) is the outward normal to ST and is assumed to be sufficiently smooth; O' is 

a nonnegative scalar. Note that (D.2) incorporates both initial and boundary data. 

In our analysis we have assumed a certain amount of smoothness on the data and the 

solution of the problem. We now state theorems, given in Ladyzhenskaja, et. al. (26], which 

give us sufficient conditions for (D.1) to have a unique, smooth solution in a certain class 

of Holder continuous functions. 

Before stating these theorems we recall the definition of the Holder spaces H 1('D) and 

H 1,112( QT), where I > 0 is nonintegral. 

Denote by H1('D) the Banach space whose elements are continuous functions s(x) in fJ 

having in 'D continuous derivatives up to order (l] (largest integer) inclusively and a finite 

value for the quantity 

where 

Here, for a< 1, 

(s}~) = Isl~)= llsll.c00(1'), 

(s}~) = L ID~sl~), 
(j) 

(s}~) = l)D~s}~IIJ. 
([I]) 

ls(x) - s(x')I 
(s}p = sup I 'I°' 

x,x•e1', lx-x'l~Po x - x 

When the last quantity above is bounded for some po > O, we say that s satisfies a Holder 

condition in x with exponent a. 
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The symbol D~ denotes any derivative with respect to x of order j, while L(j) denotes 

summation over all possible derivatives of order j. Also I · I denotes the standard 12 norm; 

i.e., 
n 

lxl2 = L lxil2
• 

i=l 

Also, denote by H 1•112( QT) the Banach space of functions s(x, t) that are continuous in 

QT, together with all derivatives of the form Df Di for 2p + q < l, p, q integers, and have 

a finite norm 

where 

(s)~! = Isl~! = llsllc00 (QT), 

(s)(i) = ~ ID'P Dq sl(o) 
QT ~ t X QT' 

(2p+q=j) 

(s)g~ = (s)~!QT + (s)!~bT, 

( s)(I) = ~ (D1' Dq s)(z-[m 
x,QT ~ t X x,QT ' 

(2p+q=[ij) 

(/) (1-2p-q) 
(s)t,QT = L (Df Dfcs)t,Q; , 

O<l-2p-q<2 

( )
(a) ls(x, t) - s(x', t)I 

s x Q = sup I 'I 
' T (x,t),(x',t)EQT, lx-x'l:5Po X - X Q 

' 0 < 0 < 1, 

( )
(a) ls(x, t) - s(x, t')I 

s t q = sup , ( ) 
' T (x,t),(x,t')EQT, lt-t'l:5Po It - t I 0 

, O<a<l. 

Moreover, we say that a surface S belongs to class H 1 for l > 1 if there exists a number 

p > O such that the intersection of S with a ball KP of radius p with center at an arbitrary 

point x0 E S is a connected surface B, the equation of which in the local coordinate system 

(Yi, ... , Yn) with origin at x0 has the form Yn = w(y1, ... , Yn-1), where w(y1, ... , Yn-1) is a 

function of class H 1 in the domain B that is the projection of B on the surface Yn = O. 
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Below we state a general theorem which relates to the solvability of problem (D.1 )-(D.2); 

we let 

n lJs 
ai(x, t, s, v' s) = L a,;(x, t, s )-{) .. 

j=l X3 

Then (D.1) can be written as 

n d 
St + L ra,(x, t, s, v' s) + b(x, t, s, v' s) = 0, 

i=l x, 

where d/ dx, means the total derivative with respect to x,. 

(D.5) 

Let Mand Af1 be a priori bounds for maxqT Isl and maxqT Iv's!, respectively. Then, 

the following conditions must hold. Assume that for (x, t) E CJT and arbitrary s we have 

~ oa,(x,t,s,p) I ( ) 6 2 6 L.., 0 . {,{; p=O ~ 0, sA x, t, s, 0 ~ - 18 - 2, 
i,j=t PJ 

(D.6) 

for { = ({1 , ..• , {n) an arbitrary vector in Rn, and b1 and b2 nonnegative constants, where 

A = b _ oa, lJs _ lJa, . 
fJs lJx, lJx, 

Furthermore, for (x, t) E CJT, Isl $ M, and arbitrary p, 

v,µ > 0, (D.7) 

t (la,1 +,~~I) (1 + lpl) + .t ::·. + lbl $ µ(1 + IPl)2, 
•=1 1,J=l J 

(D.8) 

and for (x,t) E CJT, Isl$ M, IPI $ M1, and h-+ 0, 

I 
oa, a,(x, t + h, S, p) - Gi(X, t, S, p) ob 
~' h '~' 

ob b(x,t+h,s,p)-b(x,t,s,p)I < 
lJs' h - µ. 

(D.9) 

We now state a theorem about existence and uniqueness of a classical solution to (D.5), 

(D.2). 
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Theorem D.l Let O < /3 < 1, and suppose that the following conditions hold. 

(i) For (x, t) E CJT and arbitrary s, (D.6) holds. 

(ii} For (x,t) E CJT, Isl :5 M, and arbitrary p the functions ai(x,t,s) and b(x,t,s,p) are 

continuous, the ai are differentiable with respect to x, s, and p and satisfy (D. 7)-(D.8). 

(iii) For (x, t) E CJT, Isl :5 M, and IPI :5 M1, the functions ai, b, Oai/op;, Oai/os, and 

oai/Oxi are continuous functions satisfying a Holder condition in x, t, s, and p with 

exponents /3, /3/2, /3 1 and /3 1 respectively. 

(iv) For (x,t) E QT, Isl :5 M, and IPI :5 M1 the function b(x,t,s,p) has the partial 

derivatives ob/opi and ob/os and ai and b satisfy (D.9). 

(v) The boundary condition (D.2) is given by a function W(x, t) E H2+/3,1+/3/2(QT) and 

satisfying on So = {(x, t) : x E S, t = O} 

+ b(x,O, w(x,O), Vw(x,O))lxes = 0, 

in other words, the compatability conditions of zero and first order are assumed to be 

fulfilled. 

(v) SE H2+f3. 

Then there exists a unique solution of problem (D.1)-(D.2} in H2+/3,l+P/2• Moreover, 

the derivatives 8~;:, are square integrable on QT. 

We now concern ourselves with the second boundary value problem; i.e. (D.1), and 

(D.3)-(D.4). In this case we modify the definition of b above and rewrite (D.1) as 

n a2s 
St- I: ai;(x,t,s)a -a. +b(x,t,s,Vs)=O . 

. . l x, x, ,,,= 



Suppose the functions ai;, band '11 are subject for arbitrary s to the conditions 

0 $ L ai;(x, t, s )eie; $ µ11e1 2
' for (x, t) E f) n (0, T), 

i,j 

-sb(x, t, s, p) $ co IPl2 + c1s2 + c2, for (x, t) EQT - AT, 
n 

ll11e1 2 $ L ai;(x,t,s)eiej, -s'1f(x,t,s) $ C3S
2 + C4, 

i,j=l 

for (x, t) E ST, 
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(D.10) 

(D.11) 

(D.12) 

where µ 1 , 111 are positive constants, and Ci= const., i = 0, ... ,4. Furthermore, for (x,t) E 

QT, Isl $ M, and arbitrary p, 

and 

Here 

n 

111e1 2 s I: ai;(x, t, s)eie; s µle1 2
, 11, µ > o, 

i,j=l 

Ollij Ollij q, {jq, {jq, I < 
{j ' {j ' ' {j ' {j - µ, s x; s x; 

lb(x, t, s, p )I$ µ(1 + IPl2), 

a2 w a2 w a2 w aai; aw I 
os2 'osox;' osot' at' ot $ µ, 

ob ob 
IV pbl(l + lpl) + I as I+ I at I $ µ(1 + IPl2), 

{j {j 
Vp = (-8 , ... ,-8 ). 

Pt Pn 

We now formulate a theorem. 

Theorem D.2 Suppose the following conditions are fulfilled. 

(i) The functions ai;, b, and q, satisfy (D.10)-(D.12) for arbitrary s. 

(D.13) 

(D.14) 

(D.15) 

(D.16) 

(D.17) 

(D.18) 
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(ii) For (x, t) EQT, Isl $ M, and arbitrary p the functions ai;, b, and 'ili are continuous 

in their arguments, and possess the derivatives entering into conditions (D.19}-(D.18} 

and satisfy these conditions. 

(iii) For (x, t) EQT, Isl $ M and IPI $ M1 , the functions D!:ai; are Holder continuous in 

the variables x with exponent (3, D!:'ili is Holder continuous in x and t with exponents 

(3 and (3/2 respectively, and b is Holder continuous in x with exponent (3. 

(iv) S e n 2+f3; 'ili(x, 0, O)lz-es = 'ilio(x). 

Then (D.1}, (D.9)-(D.,I} has a unique solution s(x, t) in the class H2+fJ,l+fJ/2• 

In our estimates we have assumed more smoothness on the solution than is given here. 

However, as remarked earlier, for the one-dimensional problems we consider one can ob

tain a O(Ax + At) estimate for the truncation error when s is a classical solution, with 

slightly stronger assumptions on the derivatives 1,_'jz- and ftf. In particular, we need these 

derivatives to exist pointwise and be bounded. 
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